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Introduction
“The beauty of this country grows upon one very much 
every day”, wrote Mary Lyell to her mother in July 1837 
(M. Lyell 1837b). Together with her husband Charles she 
was visiting Norway this summer (Figs. 1A & B). Charles 
Lyell (1797-1875) was by then a rapidly ascending star 
in European geology, due to the publication of his three-
volume Principles of Geology (Lyell 1830-33), “being an 
attempt” – as the subtitle read – “to explain the former 
changes of the Earth’s surface by reference to causes now in 
operation”. The present was the key to the past; there was 
no need to postulate unknown and extraordinary causes, 
catastrophes or convulsions in the past. Great changes 
had occurred through the history of Earth and life, but 
the processes were uniform (similar) to the present 
(the actual), hence Lyell’s position was referred to as 
‘uniformitarianism’ and ‘actualism’. With its semi-popular 
language catering to an upper middle class public with an 
edifying interest in natural history, Lyell’s Principles was an 
instant commercial success. During his lifetime a total of 
twelve English-language editions appeared, and a number 
of translations into other European languages (Vaccari 
1998). 

The life and work of Lyell is the most studied of any 
geologist (e.g. Wilson 1972, 1976, 1998, 2007; Blundell 
& Scott 1998, Vaccari 1998, Rudwick 1970, 1985, 2005, 
2008). From early youth interested in natural history, 
notably cryptogams and insects, his interest in geology 

was sparked while a student at Oxford in 1816-18 
attending William Buckland’s lectures in mineralogy and 
geology. In 1819, while studying law in London, Lyell 
was elected to the Geological Society of London and the 
Linnean Society, and in 1826 fellow of the Royal Society. 
From 1825 to 1827 he was a practicing barrister. Science 
was not so much an occupation as an amateur interest of 
gentlemen and gentry. Travels to the European continent 
in 1818, 1820, 1823, 1828, 1829, 1830 and 1832 gave Lyell 
occasion to study collections in museums, and make field 
observations of geological phenomena. He met famous 
scientists such as von Humboldt, Brongniart, Desmarest 
and Cuvier, sharing their insight and experience with 
the eager young Scot. During the 1820s Lyell also made 
numerous geological excursions in Britain. In 1832 he 
married Mary Elizabeth Horner; who accompanied him 
on many of his field trips, became an expert on shells, and 
often red books and wrote letters for him due to his weak 
eyesight. From 1831 to 1833 Lyell was professor of geology 
at King’s College, London. However, the economic success 
of the Principles made him decide to live from his literary 
production and his inherited country estates. From 
1823 to 1826 he served as one of the secretaries of the 
Geological Society, and from 1834 to 1836 its President. In 
1834 Lyell visited Scandinavia for the first time, mainly to 
examine disputed evidence for land rise in Sweden (Lyell 
1835). 
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unpublished material are set in italics, while longer quotes 
from published books and papers are set in smaller letters 
than the main text.To distinguish Charles and Mary Lyell, 
the latter is cited as M. Lyell. Some of the manuscript 
sources to Lyell’s life were published in the two-volume 
Life, Letters and Journals of Sir Charles Lyell, Bart. (K. 
Lyell 1881), but the bulk of Lyell’s field notebooks and 
letters remain unpublished, and most of this material is 
still kept at the estate of Lord and Lady Lyell in Kinnordy 
House, Kirrimuir, Scotland. Charles Lyell’s visit to 
Norway, and his preparations for it is documented in 
his Notebooks No. 64 (Lyell 1837a) and No. 66 (Lyell 
1837b); a letter to his sister Eleanor (Lyell 1837c); a letter 
to Charles Darwin (Lyell 1837d); two scientific papers 
(Lyell 1838a, 1841a); the many editions of Lyell’s Elements 
of Geology and Principles of Geology appearing after 1837; 
two letters from Mary Lyell to Charles’ sister Eleanor (M. 
Lyell 1837a, c); a letter from Mary Lyell to her mother 
(M. Lyell 1837b); and two letters from B. M. Keilhau to 
Charles Lyell (Keilhau 1837a, b). 

Lyell’s field notebook from Norway (Lyell 1837b) is partly 
in shorthand, and for readability I have, in quotations, 
supplied the missing parts of words in brackets, e.g. 
“porph[yry]” or “Greenst[one]”. His use of capital letters 
is inconsequential, and he often neglects to end a sentence 

Sources
Lyell’s trip to Norway in 1837 has previously been the 
subject of a special study by the Norwegian geologist Olaf 
Holtedahl (Holtedahl 1963). Holtedahl’s paper is based on 
published sources only, and does not so much treat Lyell as 
a number of other visitors to Norway, notably the German 
geologists Leopold von Buch and Johann F. L. Hausmann. 
In Leonard G. Wilson’s monumental biography of Lyell, 
the Norwegian trip is treated in some detail (Wilson 
1972: 472-475), and some of Lyell’s results from Norway 
are further discussed in Wilson’s paper on geology on 
the eve of Lyell’s first visit to America (Wilson 1980). The 
biostratigraphic results of Lyell’s Norwegian visit were 
treated in some detail by Hestmark (2008). 

The present study is based mainly on primary sources, 
many previously unpublished, made available to the 
author by the generous permission and assistance of The 
Right Honorable Lady Lyell of Kinnordy, Kirriemuir, 
Scotland; professor Leonard G. Wilson, University of 
Minnesota; and the Edinburgh University Library, Special 
Collections Department. To avoid a text with footnotes, 
the unpublished sources have been cited in the text in a 
similar way to published sources, with indication of their 
archival location given in the References. The quotes from 

Figure 1A & B. Charles & Mary Lyell. Engravings by Chas Holl and G. J. Stodart from drawings by George Richmond. From K. Lyell: Life, Let-
ters and Journals of Sir Charles Lyell, Bart.(1881).  
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In the third volume of Principles Lyell had distinguished 
four such ‘formations’ of rocks according to origin: 
‘alluvial’, ‘aqueous’, ‘volcanic’ and ‘hypogene’. ‘Alluvial’ 
formations were originally seen as deposited by some 
flood event but did in fact mostly refer to what was later 
recognized as glacial deposits. Lyell thought the alluvial 
formations were river beds, delta or sea shore deposits 
or rocks transported on ice floes, and soon realized that 
‘alluvial’ was synonymous with ‘aqueous’: deposited by 
and in water. ‘Hypogen’ in Greek means ‘formed beneath 
(the surface)’, and Lyell divided the ‘hypogene rocks’ 
into ‘plutonic’ and ‘metamorphic’. The last term denoted 
‘altered stratified rocks’ and the best example, according to 
Lyell, was gneiss (Lyell 1833: 374-375).

Lyell did not indicate from where he had the term 
‘metamorphic’, but his choice was in all probability 
inspired by the Roman author Publius Ovidius (‘Ovid’) 
Naso (43 BC - 17AD), who’s poem Metamorphoses is 
read at least pro parte by almost all pupils receiving a 
classical education. And Lyell received such an education 
at school and at Oxford University. Ovid’s poem, where 
the opening line reads ‘Of bodies changed to other 
forms I tell’, describes all sorts of changes, mutations and 
transformations, based on the myths, philosophies and 
landscapes of Graeco-Roman culture (Ovid 1986). In the 
historical introduction in the first volume of Principles, 
Lyell indeed devoted three pages to the Pythagorean 
doctrine of change as presented in the 15th book of Ovid’s 
poem: “it is extremely curious and instructive; for we 
here find a comprehensive and masterly summary of 
almost all the great causes of change now in activity on the 
globe, and these adduced in confirmation of a principle of 
perpetual and gradual revolution inherent in the nature of 
our terrestrial system.” (Lyell 1830: 12). Lyell listed no less 
than 16 different examples of geological changes described 
by Ovid. The poem is in Latin but the term is Greek - 
μεταμορϕωσισ − meaning a transformation or change 
of form. Some confusion was however caused by Lyell’s 
apparent restriction of the term to so-called ‘primary 
rocks’ by the headline: “The term ‘Metamorphic’ proposed 
for stratified primary.”(Lyell 1833: 374). In Werner’s 
temporal scheme of rock formations ‘primary’ was 
synonymous with ‘oldest’, and a number of rock types had 
been lumped into this category, mainly because they had 
a visibly crystalline structure and were devoid of fossils, 
and thus were assumed to have been deposited before the 
origin of life. But one of Lyell’s main points, in tune with 
his uniformitarianism, was exactly the opposite: that the 
rock types of the four ‘formations’ had been produced in 
every epoch, including the plutonic and metamorphic 
denoted ‘primary’ by Werner & Co. (Lyell 1833: 386-
388, Table I). “We divide the hypogene rocks, then, into 
the unstratified, or plutonic, and the altered stratified. 
For these last the term ‘metamorphic’ (from μετα, trans, 
and μορπηε, form) may be used.”(Lyell 1833: 375). 
Lyell thought that “The last mentioned name need not, 
however, be often resorted to, because we may speak of 
hypogene strata, hypogene limestone, hypogene schist, and 

with a dot. I have in some cases added the sign “/” to 
indicate where a new sentence, thought or page starts. 
In quotes from printed works the sign indicates page 
shift. Lyell’s handwriting is not always easy to decipher, 
and errors or misinterpretations may occur. His names 
for different rock types are often not in accordance with 
today´s classifications. The third volume of his Principles 
(Lyell 1833) contains a glossary as an appendix, from 
which his own definition of different rocks can be gleaned. 
He commonly uses “granite” and “syenite” as synonyms, 
“trap” refers to volcanic rocks including “greenstone” 
composed of hornblende and feldspar and basalt of 
augite and feldspar, often in dykes or sheets. The terms 
“transition slate”, “transition limestone” and “transition 
strata” refer to sedimentary rocks of Cambrian, Ordovician 
or Silurian age. “Transition” is a translation of the German 
Uebergang, and in Werner’s temporal classification of 
rocks these were placed between the “primary” and the 
“secondary” rocks – they were ‘a transition’ between the 
primary and the secondary. Lyell’s field notes reveal him 
as a good observer, attentive to detail, reluctant to draw 
fast conclusions on site. His notes are sometimes posed as 
questions, and the right hand page commonly left blank 
for later additions, thoughts, or hypotheses.  

In addition to written sources I have – with Lyell’s field 
notes to hand - visited the localities he visited in Norway 
in 1837. Some of the sites can not be precisely located 
or identified, and some have succumbed to (sub)urban 
development. But many of them are still accessible and 
instructive for the geologist, and the fact that some of 
them ended up in Lyell’s textbooks give them a particular 
historical significance for the development of geology as a 
science. 

“Mr. Lyell’s subterranean cookery” – 
perspectives for a trip to Norway

Lyell’s continued work with new editions of Principles 
gave him a broad outlook when doing field work. The 
first edition of Principles came out over a period of several 
years, and although volumes one (1830) and two (1832) 
were fairly coherent, the third volume (1833) was not. 
Besides important new subdivisions of the Tertiary, it was 
an ill-assorted collection of all sorts of observations on the 
most recent and the most ancient formations as well as the 
origins of mountains and different rock types. The muddle 
was recognized by Lyell himself, who from 1834 started 
extracting and rewriting the parts on different rock types 
and their origin into a separate work called Elements of 
Geology (Lyell 1838b; Wilson 1972: 478-481). At the time 
of his Norwegian visit he was in the midst of completing 
this work. While Principles mainly focused on current 
geological processes (e.g. sedimentary, erosional and 
volcanic processes) and changes in organic life over time, 
the Elements was organized as an examination of major 
rock types distinguished according to their origin/genesis. 
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retrospect from field observations. In 1835 Lyell studied 
metamorphic strata high up in the Swiss Alps, and in 
August 1836 for two weeks visited the island of Arran in 
Scotland in the company of Andrew Crombie Ramsay, 
later Director of the Geological Survey of Great Britain. 
The island was already a locus classicus due to studies 
by Scottish and foreign geologists Hutton, Jameson, 
Macculloch, Murchison, Dechen and Oeynhausen, 
exhibiting a wealth of different relations between igneous 
and sedimentary rocks, dikes and plutons, “a veritable 
laboratory for Lyell’s study of hypogene rocks and for the 
confirmation of his metamorphic theory” (Wilson 1972: 
431). 

Working hard on Elements of Geology in the spring of 
1837 Lyell became interested in another such laboratory, 
noting: “Christiania Nauman discovered granite branching 
into trans.[itio]n limest.[one] & turning it into marble at 
Gjellebäk not far from the sea, - church built of the marble 
at Copenhagen.“ (Lyell 1837a: 34). This note appears 
after several pages showing that the Danish geologist 
Johan Georg Forchhammer (1794-1865) visited Lyell 
in London in May 1837. Quite possibly Forchhammer 
pointed out Carl Friedrich Naumann’s observations in 
Norway (Naumann 1824). In Copenhagen the Gjellebekk 
marble – a contact metamorphic Silurian limestone - was 
notorious because its loose granular-crystalline structure 
made the church crumble. A visit to Norway was all the 
more tempting as Lyell was anyway going to Scandinavia 
the coming summer, to study and discuss the taxonomy 
of shells with Henrick H. Beck (1799-1863), at the Royal 
Museum and the museum at Copenhagen University 
(Wilson 1972: 443-445, 469-476). Beck, rated by Lyell as 
one of the best conchologists in the world, had visited 
London in November 1835, when he determined the 
shells in Lyell’s collection. In Principles Lyell had divided 
the Tertiary epoch into four formations which he named 
Eocene, Miocene, and Older and Newer Pliocene, 
based on the proportion of extant and extinct species 
among the fossil shells of each formation, Eocene (< 
3% extant species), Miocene (> 8%), Older Pliocene 
(35-50%) and Newer Pliocene (90-95%). But in 1836-
37 Edward Charlesworth challenged this classification 
(Charlesworth 1837). The need to clear things up with 
the help of Beck was urgent. In a memorandum for his 
trip to Denmark Lyell notes as the last point: “7. Von 
Buch’s Norway” (C. Lyell 1837a: 25, also 41). The English 
translation of German geologist Leopold von Buch’s 
(1774-1854) Travels through Norway and Lappland, 
during the years 1806, 1807, and 1808 had appeared in 
1813 and was a main source of information about this 
arctic nation for foreigners. Von Buch’s observations of 
the relationships between igneous and sedimentary rocks 
around Christiania demonstrated that granites could 
be younger than ‘transition’ beds containing fossils, and 
he described a number of contact phenomena between 
such rocks, including the many dykes in the area.  That 
Lyell still pondered over the significance of dykes is 
evident from a note on April 8, 1837: “Darwin – To show 

this appellation will suffice to distinguish the formation 
so designated from the plutonic roks.” (Lyell 1833: 375). 
In this he was wrong. While ‘hypogene’ was not much 
used by others, ‘metamorphic’ proved an immediate and 
lasting success, despite being rather frostily received by 
some reviewers, e.g. Lyell’s close friend George Paulett 
Scrope who in an (anonymous) review of the third volume 
of Principles noted that “Our author enters into very little 
detail in explanation and support of this metamorphic 
theory, which is rather thrown out by him as a suggestion 
than insisted upon as capable of demonstration. We are 
certainly no converts to it as yet.” ([Scrope] 1835). Scrope, 
an acknowledged expert on active and former volcanoes, 
argued that the heat and liquefaction from volcanic heat 
should have obliterated the lines of stratification in, for 
instance, gneiss, and that the degree of stratification was 
simply proportional to the content of mica, a lamellar 
mineral. If one believed in “Mr. Lyell’s subterranean 
cookery of sedimentary strata”, the search for the first-
formed rocks on Earth would be hopeless, wrote Scrope.  

 Up to the completion of the first edition of Principles 
Lyell’s experience with metamorphic rocks and processes 
was not very extensive, his main interest being surface 
processes and biostratigraphy, notably the most recent 
formations. In 1824 he visited Glen Tilt, the classical 
locality where Hutton had studied a dyke and its effects 
on adjacent sediments (Wilson 1972: 130), and his first 
published paper was on dykes in Forfarshire (Lyell 1825). 
In 1828 on a joint trip with Murchison in the Auvergne, 
France, he observed contacts between limestone and 
granite, concluding from the apparent heat effects on 
the limestone that the granite was younger. Later that 
year, in Italy and Sicily, Lyell noted in several places the 
effects of volcanic rocks on limestones (Wilson 1972: 
197, 242, 245). In 1832, on his honeymoon (!) with Mary 
in Switzerland, Lyell made a detour to Valorsine close 
to Chamonix, France, to examine the effect of granite 
veins on sedimentary rocks, as described by Geneva 
savant Louis Albert Necker (1786-1861)(Necker 1826). 
To his father-in-law Lyell reported that this one day 
made the whole tour. At Valorsine sedimentary rocks 
with presumably Lias fossils (ammonites) were observed 
to become less crystalline with distance from the more 
recently intruded granite, clearly contradicting Werner’s 
view that the historical sequence of rock formation went 
from highly crystalline to less crystalline, with granite 
and gneiss being ‘primary’ (i.e. the oldest) rocks (Wilson 
1972: 369-371). The critics were however right that 
metamorphism was only sketchily presented in Principles, 
and during work with new editions in 1834-1837, Lyell 
tried to get more substance for the metamorphic theory, 
discussing with chemists and physicists, for instance with 
Faraday, the different processes that could cause heat and 
metamorphism (Wilson 1972: 386-388, 396). Adding new 
pieces of information, Lyell joked that Principles went 
through metamorphosis itself (Wilson 1972: 413). The 
obvious problem was that the process took place out of 
sight, possibly over long periods, and had to be ‘read’ in 
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Keilhau then described how he had studied these rocks 
scrupulously for a long time, and that his results appeared 
to be in little harmony with those commonly expressed 
in geology. He expressed his hope that Lyell would find 
occasion to attest the exactness of his researches. To 
verify them completely would require many months and 
hard and hazardous voyages. However, it was possible to 
examine some of the most important phenomena at fairly 
accessible localities, wrote Keilhau, and then listed six 
such phenomena, noting also localities where they could 
be observed, unfortunately (malheureusement) not always 
the most instructive ones. 

Before going through Keilhau’s list we must know 
something about the theory they were aimed to support. 
In 1821 Keilhau had been the first to graduate from the 
mining school established at the University in Christiania 
by the Wernerian pupil Jens Esmark (1762-1839). Seeking 
an independent path from neptunist and plutonist dogma, 
Keilhau became convinced that sedimentary rocks such as 
slates, schists, sandstones and limestones could change in 
situ into non-stratified crystalline rocks such as syenite, 
granite and rhomb porphyry by some unknown chemical 
process operating at cold temperatures. His views were 
in part inspired by Carl F. Naumann (1797-1873), who 
visited Norway in 1821 and 1822, and at this early stage 
of his career was still under the spell of idealist German 
romantic philosophy of nature with its emphasis on 
dynamic processes of change, evolution, transmutation 
and metamorphoses generated by opposing forces 
(dialectics). Such visions were even more prominent in 
the work of Norwegian-born geologist and philosopher 
Henrik Steffens (1773-1845), professor of natural history 
in Breslau and later Berlin, who visited Norway in 1824, 
and on a field trip in the mountains gave young Keilhau 
his ‘benediction’ to decipher the rock masses of Norway 
(Hestmark 2002: 49-55). Yet it was primarily detailed 
field observations, notably of contact phenomena 
which appeared to exhibit transitions from one rock 
type into another, that brought Keilhau to propose his 
metamorphosis theory (Keilhau 1823a, b, 1825a, b, c, d, 
1826, 1828). In the fall of 1836 he felt confident enough 
to give a lecture series ‘On the theory of granite’ at the 

him Forfarsh. Trap rocks and dikes” (C. Lyell 1837a: 7-8, 
16-17). When Charles Darwin returned from the voyage 
of the HMS Beagle in October 1836 they had soon become 
good friends. Lyell helped Darwin with the geology of his 
Journal from the voyage, and in the spring of 1838 Darwin 
reciprocated by reading and discussing the manuscript for 
Elements of Geology (Wilson 1972: 456). Darwin was the 
first to receive note of Lyell’s results from Norway (Lyell 
1837d).

Keilhau’s invitation  
and theory of metamorphosis 
On 7 June 1837 Charles and Mary Lyell sailed from 
London for Hamburg. They left Hamburg on 11 July 
for Kiel, and from there travelled to Copenhagen. From 
Copenhagen Lyell sent a letter to Baltazar Mathias Keilhau 
(1797-1858), since 1826 lecturer and from 1834 professor 
of geology and mineralogy at the Royal Norwegian 
Frederik’s University in Christiania (now Oslo)(Vogt 
1955, Dons 1998). Lyell’s letter is mentioned by Mary Lyell 
(M. Lyell 1837a) but unfortunately not preserved among 
Keilhau’s papers at the National Library in Oslo. Among 
the Lyell papers at the University of Edinburgh there is 
however an invitation “à Monsieur Lyell” from Keilhau 
(Keilhau 1837a), and this is quite probably Keilhau’s 
response (Fig. 2). (This invitation has by an error been 
attached to a second letter from Keilhau to Lyell, written 
in late August 1837 in response to several queries made by 
Lyell after his stay in Christiania (Keilhau 1837b). Keilhau’s 
invitation is clearly written before the two geologists met. 
In the very first sentence Keilhau announces the full 
intention of his invitation: “Invitation à Monsieur Lyell 
à examinier quelques faits importants dans le “Territoire 
de Christiania”, faits formant, à ce qui semble, autant de 
preuves contre l’opinion de l’origine ignié du granite, de la 
Sienite & quelques autres roches non stratifies dans le dit 
territoire” (Keilhau 1837a). (Invitation to Mister Lyell 
to examine some important relations in the ‘Christiania 
Territory’, relations which form, as it seems, several proofs 
against the opinion of the igneous origin of granite, syenite 
and some other non-stratified rocks in the said territory). 

Figure 2. Keilhau’s “Invitation à 
Monsieur Lyell…”, head of first page. 
Edinburgh University Library, Special 
Collections Department, Lyell 1/3157.
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porphyries tended to be associated in the field with 
sandstones, the granites associated with argillaceous 
schists, and the quartz-porphyries with with aluminous 
schist. 

The fifth observation was how characteristic “abnormal” 
rocks such as granites and porphyries were not found 
everywhere in Norway, but only in the Christiania 
territory and a similar area by lake Mjøsa, where they were 
exclusively associated with the transition formation. The 
fourth and fifth observations were the most important 
(les plus importans) ones because they showed that 
the distribution of the rock types was not random. “It 
seems to me, that one has to admit how the association 
between the abnormal rocks and the normal transition 
rocks in the territory is throughout genetic, how the 
first are metamorphoses, developments of the latter.” (Je 
me semble, qu’il faut admettre que la liaison des roches 
“abnormales” du territoire avec nos roches normales 
intermédiaires est tout à fait génetique, que les premières 
sont des metamorphoses, des developpemens des dernières.) 

The sixth phenomenon was how there seemed to be 
chemical reactions of enormous effect at some of the 
borders of the non-stratified rocks. This reaction was, 
however, well regulated: on the borders of granite, syenite 
and greenstone the reaction was in proportion to the force 
(puissance) (i.e. the size of the rock body?). At the borders 
of granite schists were silicified and limestone became 
crystalline at distances up to one fifth of a geographical 
mile. (In a footnote Keilhau cited Cordier for the claim 
that the mathematical laws for the propagation and 
distribution of heat made it improbable that such distant 
effects could be due to the effect of heat). The porphyries, 
in general, did not exert any such influence on adjacent 
rocks. And neither did granite when it bordered on the 
old gneiss surrounding the Christiania territory. Would 
not the latter fact require more complex explanations 
than those of “partisans de la theorie Huttonienne?” asked 
Keilhau.

 This was a fairly direct challenge of the ‘Huttonian’ views 
on igneous rocks and their effects entertained by Lyell and 
many other contemporary geologists. But the phenomena 
listed by Keilhau were also exactly those of Lyell’s as 
regards metamorphic geology. Surely, he looked forward 
to meeting Keilhau and to see the sites for himself.

To Christiania
On 20 June 1837 King William IV of Britain died, and 
although he had ten children with a theatrical actress, 
they were not exactly legitimate and the crown passed to 
the King’s niece, an eighteen-year-old girl named Victoria. 
Thus, when Charles and Mary Lyell left Copenhagen on 7 
July going north, they had entered the Victorian age. They 
spent a day in Helsingør, visiting the castle of Hamlet fame 
and the garden of Marienlyst, before embarking on the 

University of Christiania (Keilhau 1837c, 1838a, b). In the 
English and German versions of these lectures Keilhau 
used ‘Metamorphose’, ‘metamorphosis’, ‘metamorphoses’ 
and ‘metamorphic rocks’ to characterize the process (e.g. 
Keilhau 1837c: 483-484, 489; Keilhau 1838b: 263, 265- 
268, 271). Thus Lyell’s letter of June 1837 arrived at a 
time when Keilhau was very eager to have the opinion of 
foreign savants, being, as he was, convinced that he had 
largely resolved the neptunist-plutonist controversy. In 
1836 Keilhau’s large geological map of the Uebergangs-
Territorium von Christiania had also been printed, 
with borders between the different rock types traced in 
meticulous detail (Keilhau 1836). This would be their 
excursion guide. Furthermore, explicitly inspired by Lyell’s 
land rise studies in Sweden in 1834 (Lyell 1835), Keilhau 
had devoted the summer of 1836 to a field trip along the 
Norwegian coast to examine evidence for a possible land 
rise here also. His results confirmed Lyell’s conclusion: 
Scandinavia was indeed rising from the sea (Keilhau 
1838c). Certainly he looked forward to meeting Mr. Lyell.  
The first observation listed in Keilhau’s invitation (Keilhau 
1837a) was that the non-stratified rocks in the “Territoire 
de Christiania” did not perturb the orientation (strike 
and dip) of the stratified rocks with which they were in 
contact. Keilhau presented two illustrative examples: first 
a block of stratified rock embedded within the “Grand 
district de Syenite-Granite” which had the same strike and 
dip as the stratified rocks surrounding the syenite-granite; 
the second from porphyry basins, e. g. at Holmestrand, 
where sandstone had the same strike and dip (NE) as the 
over- and underlying porphyry. 

Keilhau’s second observation was a gradual and complete 
passage (passages complets) of granitic rocks into stratified 
rocks with fossils (dated to intermédiaire, i.e. transition 
period), and also passages from granite to “primitive” 
gneiss. Localities: Sølvsberget and Hakadal. As an 
‘extremely remarkable’ example of such a passage he drew 
a profile from Brevig where interfoliated with layers of 
transition shale and limestones there occurred a series of 
layers displaying a passage from siliceous schist towards a 
granitoid amphibolite. 

The third observation was how particular non-stratified 
rocks within the territory exhibited forms and borders 
that were characteristic and constant. A certain group 
of porphyries with a composition of quartz, feldspar or 
eurite generally formed layers (couches). Greenstones 
such as diorites and aphanites formed very regular dykes 
and parallel sahlbands. In contrast the ‘rhombenporphyr’ 
of von Buch formed very irregular dykes. Granites and 
syenites formed big irregular masses with numerous 
branching veins into the surrounding rock. The non-
quartzose porphyries formed big masses, yes entire 
districts, and were everywhere more or less horizontally 
inclined, never exhibiting branching veins at the borders 
as seen in the granites and syenites. 

The fourth phenomenon was how these horizontal 
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actually met during Lyell’s visit. Possibly Esmark was out 
of town on summer visit to his chaplain son at Brevik, or 
he may have felt too old and frail to see the foreign guest. 

steamer Prinds Carl bound for Christiania. It made a short 
stop in Gothenburg, Sweden, then crossed over to the 
Norwegian naval harbour of Fredriksværn (now Stavern) 
at the entrance to the Christiania-fiord (now Oslo-fjord) 
where they arrived on Sunday morning 9th of July (M. Lyell 
1837a). Lyell made a few notes, as if setting the tune for 
the whole visit: “In general during metamorphosis of rocks 
from non- to cryst[alline] or stratif[ied] to cryst[alline] the 
crystals follow lines of strat[ificatio]n / But in some cases 
the flow of strata & cryst[als] are at an angle […] Keilhau 
thinks that no extraord[inar]y heat required - / Leonhard 
derives gneiss & mica schist from state of fusion.”  (Lyell 
1837b: 2). He made a note to send letters to Darwin 
and Murchison (Lyell 1837b: 1-2, 4). The Lyells planned 
taking a local steamer from Fredriksværn to Christiania, 
but arrived too late to catch it. So they proceeded up the 
fiord on Prinds Carl, overtaking and transferring to the 
local steamer halfway to Christiania. Mary observed: 
“The scenery till we approached Christiania was tamer 
than we expected but in the neighbourhood of the town 
it is very beautiful & now that I have seen it in different 
points of view I am quite delighted with it. It reminds me 
extremely of some parts of the Jura which we saw two 
years ago near Porrentruy, but this has the advantage 
of arms of the sea running off in all directions with small 
islands.” (M. Lyell 1837a). They arrived late and found 
lodgings at Hotel du Nord, with much more comfort 
than Mary had expected to find. “We had scarcely landed 
before Professor Keilhau (Prof[esso]r of Mineralogy) & his 
wife came to see us. Charles had never seen him but had 
written to him from Copenhagen & he had returned from 
a little tour on purpose to meet Charles.” (M. Lyell 1837a). 
Keilhau accompanied Lyell to the Customs to speed up 
the clearing of his luggage. Plans and arrangements were 
made for joint geological excursions in the vicinity of 
Christiania (M. Lyell 1837a)(Fig. 3). Keilhau described 
to Lyell a number of interesting features, e.g. at Killeboe 
the occurrence of a (marine) cirriped (barnacle) adhering 
to a rock 470 feet above sea level and five miles from the 
current shore, transition strata that lay discordantly on an 
already smoothed gneiss surface, that veins of crystalline 
rocks were more crystalline near the gneiss, and that 
fossils changed near granite (Lyell 1837b: 11).

Monday morning on the 10th of July the Lyells went with 
Keilhau to inspect maps and specimens at the Natural 
History Museum at the University (M. Lyell 1837a). The 
university was established as recently as 1811 but its 
geological collections descended in part from the Mining 
Academy (Bergseminaret) established in the silver town 
of Kongsberg in 1757, and had been transferred to the 
University in 1815. Transferred was also Jens Esmark, 
lecturer at the Kongsberg Seminar, who was appointed 
the first professor in the mining sciences at the University 
in 1814. Esmark’s large private mineral collection was 
purchased by the University in 1826, but he had kept his 
fossil collection at home. Lyell was apparently aware of 
this, noting that Esmark had “many of the older fossils” 
(Lyell 1837b: 4) but there is no clear indication that the two 

Figure 3. Oslofjord area with the main localities visited by Charles 
Lyell.
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observed graptolites and made a rough sketch of a great 
reticulating fossil coral (Lyell 1837b: 16). Dark shales with 
graptolite fossils can still be observed in skrees in the park 
just north of the public bath, i.e. Tøyenbadet, towards 
professor Keyser’s estate on the hill, today the housing 
complex Keyserløkka. Quite possibly Lyell here collected 
the graptolites featured in his Elements of Geology (1838b: 
462, Fig. 280) (Fig. 4), Didymograptus, characteristic of the 
shales of the so-called Tøyen Formation (Erdtmann 1965, 
Owen et al. 1990). To Lyell the graptolites were evidence 
that these shales belonged to what his friend and colleague 
Murchison had recently named the Silurian epoch. The 
second edition of Elements indeed names the Christiania 
graptolite Graptolithus Murchisonii (Lyell 1841b, Fig. 364).  

“In Norway and Sweden the Silurian strata extend over a wide 
area, and so much resemble those of England in lithological 
character and fossils, that they will probably be found to be 
divisible into similar groups. They are composed of large 
deposits of sandstone, which is sometimes found at the 
base of the system, resting on gneiss and calcareaous rocks, 
with orthocera and corals; the chain-coral, (Fig. 278) before 
mentioned, being very conspicuous; also fine bituminous 
shales containing graptolites. (Fig. 280.) These bodies are 
supposed by Dr. Beck, of Copenhagen, to be fossil zoophytes, 
related to the / family of sea-pens, of which the living animals 
inhabit mud and slimy sediment.” (Lyell 1838b: 461-462)

In Lyell’s notebook then follow several sketches – by 
another hand – of the contact zone between granite/
syenite and sedimentary rocks, with the rock types 
annotated in French, probably by Keilhau to present 
what he considered significant observations, including a 
sketch of three fragments of sedimentary rock embedded 
in granite but still maintaining their dip and strike (Lyell 
1837b: 18-19). French was the language during their 
joint excursions – the international language of savants. 
In a distance, northwest of the city, they could see the 
hills Voksenåsen and Vettakollen, and in a sketch Lyell 
indicated that they consisted of “granite” with layers 
of sedimentary rocks with orthoceratites at their base 
dipping N.W. towards them, information clearly supplied 
by Keilhau (Lyell 1837b: 20).

After a recent and public quarrel about the prospects of 
the Kongsberg silver mines, Keilhau and Esmark were 
anyway not on speaking terms, and Keilhau may jealously 
have guarded his foreign guest. Keilhau had himself 
collected much in connection with his nationwide survey 
of Norwegian geology. From 1831 to 1853 the collections 
were kept in Døderleins gård close to Maribogården in the 
center of town. 

It was raining this Monday July 10th, but Keilhau and 
Lyell nevertheless made an outdoor walk to look at 
rock outcrops (M. Lyell 1837a), apparently along the 
promontory of nearby Akerhus castle where junctions 
between porphyry dykes, Palaeozoic sediments and 
Precambrian gneiss can still be seen in the western cliff 
wall facing the harbour (cf. Lyell 1837b: 12,14). Keilhau 
had earlier praised this locality as particularly instructive 
(Keilhau 1823b: 256-260), and it still is (cf. Dons 1977). On 
their return to the hotel, they found chemistry professor 
Jens Jacob Keyser (1780-1847) waiting for them. He had 
met the Lyells in London a few years earlier, and one of 
Mary’s acquaintances knew Keyser’s wife, whom he had 
married in Edinburgh in 1824. He was now a widower. 
“He is a very gentlemanlike agreeable old man and speaks 
English perfectly” (M. Lyell 1837a). Keyser brought the 
Lyells an invitation from the Viceroy of Norway, count 
Johan Caspar Herman Wedel Jarlsberg (1779-1840), for 
dinner the next day. In the evening Charles and Mary 
took a walk around town. “There is nothing striking about 
it in any way, nor can I find out that there is any thing to 
see. The greatest novelty to me are the little carrioles carts 
holding one person, & there is a board behind where a boy 
can stand to drive if the person who sits in it, cannot. But I 
have seen some ladies driving themselves.” (M. Lyell 1837a). 

Near horizontal dykes –  
Tøyen, Enerhaugen, Ekeberg  

Tuesday morning 11 July Charles Lyell and Keilhau 
visited the Botanical Garden at Tøyen east of town, and 
studied the geology in its vicinity (M. Lyell 1837a). In 
the Botanical Garden Lyell sketched a thick layer (dyke) 
of porphyry between layers of limestone and ‘ampelite’ 
(i.e. aluminous slate), collecting a specimen and noting 
some characteristics: “This is the porph[yry] with an 
silic[ic] base and is generally intershed with bitum[ous] 
schist here little inclined. It makes some approach to a 
cryst.[alline] struct[ure] but not a quarzitic like adjoing 
hills” (Lyell 1837b: 18). The only dyke today visible in the 
Botanical Garden forms a near horizontal platform for 
the artificial waterfall in the upper part of the ‘Mountain 
garden’. This may or may not be the one sketched by 
Lyell. Keilhau told Lyell that the clay nearby, which Lyell 
classified as Newer Pliocene, was up to 200 feet thick 
and in some places contained remnants of fish. Opposite 
the garden, to the east, between the road to Trondhjem 
and professor Keyser’s summer estate Sorgenfri, Lyell 

Figure 4. At Tøyen: Graptolites. Elements of Geology (Lyell 1838b: 
462). 
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which had never flowed out in the air, or over the bottom of 
a shallow sea. When these products, therefore, of submarine 
or subterranean igneous action were contrasted with loose 
cones of scoriæ, tuff, and lava, or with narrow streams of lava 
in great part scoriaceous and porous, such as were observed 
to have proceeded from Vesuvius and Etna, the resemblance 
seemed remote and equi/vocal. It was, in truth, like comparing 
the roots of a tree with its leaves and branches, which, although 
they belong to the same plant, differ in form, texture, colour, 
mode of growth, and position.” (Lyell 1838b: 188-189).  

But denudation had revealed the connexion, and the 
abrupt termination of dikes at the surface showed 
that much had been eroded away on top. The sills at 
Enerhaugen are mentioned as exceptions to what Lyell 
considered to be a general rule regarding the behaviour 

They proceded to the hill Enerhaugen, a classical locality 
since von Buch in his travelogue described large veins/
dykes (sills) of a porphyry here with rectangular feldspar 
crystals (Rektangel-porphyr) (Buch 1810, Vol. 1: 105-106; 
Keilhau 1823b: 255-256). Lyell made detailed sketches of 
the contact between the porphyry and transition shales. 
“There is a general conformity of euritic & greenst[one] 
porph[yry] & here where we have a mass between 50 & 
100 ft. we see a kind of stratif[icatio]n but as in Sidlaw 
the porphy[ry] is bedded in line of shale & yet this same 
cuts a slight curvature at point of contact c.c. Prof Keilhau 
says that the superpos[itio]n of the porph[yry] is like that 
of the schist. Theory of metamorphosis in place” (Lyell 
1837b: 22-24). The term ‘euritic’ denotes close to granitic 
composition. For Keilhau the conformity suggested a 
genetic relationship: that the sill was an in situ chemical 
metamorphosis of the shale. Enerhaugen thus exhibited 
the first and fourth points in his invitation. Lyell looked 
for metamorphic effects in the shale but they were “not 
great” (Lyell 1837b: 22). Later, however, he noted: “Eurite 
porph[yry]. Keilhau says that the porph[yry] which often 
becomes somewhat granitiform alters the schist much when 
it happens to be in great force as at b. when it becomes 
almost like granite.” (Lyell 1837b: 61)(Fig. 5B). In his 
Elements of Geology Lyell presented what is evidently a 
figure (Fig. 5A) showing these relations, but gave another 
interpretation:
 
“There are, however, on a smaller scale, certain beds of euritic 
porphyry, some a few feet, others many yards in thickness, 
which pass into granite, and deserve perhaps to be classed 
as plutonic rather than trappean rocks, which may truly be 
described as interposed conformably between fossiliferous 
strata, as the porphyries (a c, Fig. 121), which divide the 
bituminous shales and argillaceaous limestones, f f. / But some 
of these same porphyries are partially unconformable, as b, and 
may lead us to suspect that the others also, notwithstanding 
their appearance of interstratification, have been forcibly 
injected. Some of the porphyritic rocks above mentioned are 
highly quartzose, others very felspathic. In proportion as the 
masses are more voluminous, they become more granitic 
in their texture, less conformable, and even begin to send 
forth veins into contiguous strata. In a word, we have here a 
beautiful illustration of the intermediate gradations between 
volcanic and plutonic rocks, not only in their mineralogical 
composition and structure, but also in their relations of 
position to associated formations. If the term overlying can 
in this instance be applied to a plutonic rock, it is only in 
proportion as that rock begins to aquire a trappean aspect.” 
(Lyell 1838b: 215-216). 

The latter theme had already been dealt with by Lyell in a 
separate sub-chapter on the “Relation of trappean rocks to 
the products of active volcanoes”.

“The trappean rocks first studied in the north of Germany, and 
in Norway, France, Scotland, and other countries, were either 
such as had been formed entirely under deep water, or had 
been injected into fissures and intruded between strata, and 

Figure 5A. At Enerhaugen: Sills nearly concordant with black shales, 
Elements of Geology (Lyell 1838b: 216); B. Sketch from Lyell’s 
notebook (Lyell 1837b: 61, comp. also 22); C. Road cut, Åkebergveien, 
Enerhaugen, sill nearly concordant with Palaeozoic shales. Photo GH.

a

b

c
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(statholder) of Norway from 1836 (the King resided in 
Stockholm), Wedel Jarlsberg resided in the mansion 
Stiftsgården in Christiania, and this was where the Lyells 
came to dinner. 

Erratics, clays and contacts – Grorud   
Wednesday 12 July Charles Lyell drove with Keilhau 
north-east of the town to examine Grorud hill (Lyell 
1837b: 30-44), indicated on Keilhau’s recent map as the 
border zone between granite and sedimentary rocks, and 
a locus classicus since Leopold von Buch (1810) challenged 
Wernerian dogma, proclaiming a granite (a coarse grained 
syenite, ‘Nordmarkite’, cf. Holtedahl & Dons 1952) at 
Grorud to be of ‘transition’ age rather than ‘primary’. 
Before the farm Sinsen, along the road to Trondhjem, Lyell 
noted: “Dike of Greenst[one] just like ordinary trap rocks 
of Scottl[an]d 20 ft thick with regular walls vertical on 
both sides with black hardened slate with plenty structure 
near point of contact. Here the dip of slate is reversed but 
it is clear that the greenst[one] came after the anticlinal 
dip was given.” (Lyell 1837b: 30-32). Although the dip 
was reversed, the strike remained the same, nor was the 
direction of the vertical dyke affected. Thus Lyell clearly 
recognized the folding of the Palaeozoic strata, today seen 
as caused by large scale continent collisions (Greenland 
hitting Europe) during the Caledonian orogeny. 

On their way to Grorud, at Borrebekken near Linderud, 
Lyell noted “Uddevalla form[atio]n Clay at all hights here 
& there contain shells, even at 500 ft. high & even 600 
feet. – shells in it to 470 or 500 English feet – the diff[eren]
t heights of clay, & cliffs shows gradual height[ening?]. 
clay lamin[ated] & very close unctuous” (Lyell 1837b: 
32f). Uddevalla on the west coast of Sweden was already 
well known for its marine sediments with extant species 
found high above present-day sea level, demonstrating 
recent land rise, and Lyell had visited this area on his 
Swedish trip in 1834 (Lyell 1835). It was still some years 
before this land rise was recognized as postglacial isostatic 
uplift of the crust after the last major (Weichselian) 
glaciation. The rapid disappearance of the ice allowed a 
comparatively brief marine transgression. In Elements 
the Norwegian marine clay is mentioned en suite with the 
Uddevalla deposits, in the chapter on ‘Recent and Tertiary 
Formations’ (Chapter XIV):
 
“Similar deposits reach an elevation of 500 and even 600 feet 
in Norway, as in the neighbourhood of Christiania, where they 
have usually been described as raised beaches, but are, in fact, 
strata of clay, sand, and marl, often many hundred feet thick, 
which cover the inland country far and wide, filling valleys and 
deep depressions in the granite, gneiss, ad primary fossiliferous 
rocks, just as the tertiary formations of England and France 
rest upon the chalk, or fill depressions in it. All conchologists 
are agreed that the shells of the deposits above mentioned 
are nearly all, perhaps all, absolutely identical with those now 
peopling the contiguous ocean; so that, in the absence of any 

of plutonic (granite) bodies: that they do not ‘overlay’ 
sediments. The peculiar tectonic and physical conditions 
which caused these sills of intermediate to felsic syenites 
(locally called ‘mænaite’ by Brøgger 1898) in the Oslo Rift 
to be intruded horizontally between layers of Cambrian 
and lower Ordovician shales have been discussed by 
Sundvoll et al. (1992). Although Enerhaugen is today 
mostly covered by high-rise buildings, a thick, nearly 
horizontal sill can be seen bordering the east side of the 
street Enerhauggaten. Adjacent, in the road Åkebergveien, 
lightcoloured sills can be seen on the south side of the 
road, alternating and nearly concordant with black 
Palaeozoic alum shales, just as described by Lyell (Fig. 5C).

From Enerhaugen Lyell and Keilhau proceded to the 
slope of Ekeberg, where the steeply inclined Palaeozoic 
sediments rest against a surface of gneiss (Lyell 1837b: 24). 
They were now at the eastern border of the area Keilhau 
had designated as Christiania Territory, today known 
as the Oslo Rift (Dons 1978, Larsen et al. 2008). Keilhau 
evidently described to Lyell the presumed structure of 
the area which Lyell (or Keilhau?) sketched in Lyell’s 
notebook with the sediments lying on the gneiss but 
being intruded with veins of granite (Lyell 1837b: 26). 
Today this border between Palaeozoic alum shales, some 
intrusive Permian dykes, and brecciated and more solid 
Precambrian gneiss can be observed along the tram line 
and main road (Kongsveien) leading up to Ekeberg, and 
also along the western wall of the hill (e.g. Konows gate)
(cf. also Holtedahl & Dons 1957: 75-77). From Ekeberg 
Lyell sketched the bay of Christiania and the surrounding 
hills from Bærum to Grefsen, indicating their rock types, 
probably as related by Keilhau (Lyell 1837b: 28). With 
relevance to his studies of land rise Lyell noted: “It is 
evident from the pos[ition] of the pavement of the ancient 
town of Opsloe which existed before Xtiania that for the last 
300 y[ea]rs there has been no rise of land at head of gulf – 
at least not more than 28 inches” (Lyell 1837b: 31). Mary 
and Charles met again at the hotel to dress for dinner with 
count Wedel-Jarlsberg at 3 p.m. 

“He is the only Norwegian noble now existing as their Storthing 
or parliament passed a law some years ago that there should be 
no new creations, & that the sons should not descend, & every 
one has died now except himself. [---] He gives two larger dinners 
every week which are semi-official as all the gentlemen were in 
uniform. Countess Wedel is a remarkably pleasing, motherly 
person about fifty, & they have a very pretty elegant daughter 
who is to be married next month. There were two other ladies 
& about twenty gentlemen. Count Wedel has been much in 
England & speaks the language & understands our habits very 
much like an Englishman. After dinner when we returned to 
the drawing room, there was a universal shaking of hands, & 
bowing. Some kissed Countess Wedel’s hand. We returned home 
about six o’clock & Charles and I had a little stroll in the evening.” 
(M. Lyell 1837a).

Count Wedel Jarlsberg had grown up in England, where 
his father had been posted as diplomat. As viceroy 
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at 3000 ft. in Norway. At Grorud Lyell also observed 
another feature that Esmark had interpreted as evidence 
of former glaciers: “Polished surfaces at all heights, some 
porph[yry] beautifully rounded & smoothed.” (Lyell 1837b: 
36). But at Tveten there were other phenomena to be 
noted: 

“Trans[itio]n beds generally dip N.N.W. & are soft but turned 
into hard Kieselschiefer of Von Buch & marble near junction 
of granite / saw stratif[ication] nearly disapp[earin]g. The 
deviat[ion] in direct[io]n of slate & Trans[ition] rocks and 
strata are not greater near granite only induc[tio]n great. The 
induc[tio]n very great where veins of granite & g[reen]s[tone] 
change in direct[io]n of half obliter[ate]d beds.” (Lyell 1837b: 34). 
“Crystals of felspar in base of kieselschiefer / argument of Keilhau 
derived from this He says the schist has become phosphoritic here 
& so it seems, that crystals of felspar introd[uce]d – Probably 
the vein of syenite accompanying the harden[e]d slate is of the 
euritic felspar porph[yry] of the Trans[itio]n form[atio]n – May 
the felspar of that eurite have been transformed to the slate when 
both underwent metamorphosis?” (Lyell 1837b: 36f). 

Lyell noted his “Term hypogen confirmed by Xtiania 
granite” (Lyell 1837b: 36). 

“At Grorud a mass of schist block is seen in the midst of the 
granitic region The veins are seen proceeding from a minor mass 
of granite A & the schist becomes mica-schist at & near contact 
–, Not normal mica schist This often more micaceous. [...]A 
larger mass of granite partially of the adjoining central granite 
has near it a mass of schist C having a dip to N. or nearly the 
normal dip of the slate – Often metals in rocks at junction of 
granite, in the schist.“ (Lyell 1837b: 38f). “The veins of granite 
are more porphyr[iti]c sometimes than the main mass & usually 
differ from it, saw some very small […] The Granite has a 
horizontal divis[io]n & also 2 other cleavages div[ide] it into 
masses fit for erratic blocks. Von Buch survey[e]d the granite to 
be trans[itio]n because the schist A dipp[e]d towards B. There 
are spots some ½ mile geogh[raphically] from Grorud (SW) 
much smaller of isolated schist also with mica & veins of granite 
& also with same dip & direction. Trans[ition] fossils have been 
found even in the altered schist containing some mica in some 
spots. Here therefore the fact of the schist being transit[io]n so 

evidence of their being Recent, we must regard them as Newer 
Pliocene formations.” (Lyell 1838b: 295). 

Keilhau and Lyell passed Grefsenåsen, a locus classicus 
due to Johan Fr. L. Hausmann’s observations there in 1806 
(Hausmann 1808, 1811-1818, Vol. 1: 307-308) and von 
Buch’s in 1808 (Buch 1810, Vol. 1: 135f). At Linderud Lyell 
observed many “Erratic blocks” (Lyell 1837b: 32). This 
term had been coined by the French geologist Alexandre 
Brongniart in a paper presenting observations made in 
Scandinavia in 1824 (Brongniart 1828), and it was an 
instant success, being adopted by Lyell among others. 
It denotes separate blocks of one rock type resting upon 
bedrock of another type, indicating that the separate block 
has somehow been transported there from elsewhere. 
Although Esmark (1824, 1826) had provided the correct 
explanation of such ‘erratics’ (he used the German term 
‘Geschiebe’) as transported by big former glaciers, neither 
Lyell nor Keilhau had accepted this, and Lyell in Principles 
(1833) and in his Scandinavian land rise paper (Lyell 1835) 
argued that the erratic blocks had been transported and 
deposited by ice floes at a time when the sea stood higher. 
There is no indication in Lyell’s notes that he and Keilhau 
discussed Esmark’s work. In a poem printed in February 
in the year of 1837 German botanist Karl Schimper had 
coined the word Eiszeit (Ice Age), and during Lyell’s stay in 
Norway, on 24 July 1837, ice age theory got a new impetus 
when Schimper’s friend the Swiss naturalist Louis Agassiz 
in a speech in Neuchâtel promoted research by Swiss 
savants Ignaz Venetz and Jean de Charpentier indicating 
former larger extension of Swiss glaciers (Agassiz 1837). 
At Grorud Lyell observed a “Block of Gneiss resting on 
inclined and hardened Trans[itio]n slate 10 feet long & 6 
feet high - The block must have come (if from N) 20 miles, 
but if from another direct[io]n (wh[ich] K[eilhau] does not 
admit - a mile or two. Now K[eilhau] says that the blocks 
must have passed over hills of granite 1500 ft hight but first 
they may have come from neighbouring gneiss ? & if not 
the levels may be altered since.” (Lyell 1837b: 36f). (Fig. 
6A & B). Later he added: “These erratics of Gneiss over 
the Transition country show the s[ame] rock older than the 
Trans[itio]n was broken off & carried over it.” (Lyell 1837b: 
37). Keilhau told him that erratic blocks were found even 

Figure 6A. At Grorud: A big (11 x 6 ft) erratic block of (Precambrian) gneiss resting on ‘hardened transition slate’ (i.e. hornfels, contact 
metamorphic Palaeozoic shale); B. Erratic blocks strewn over the surface, and the junction of ‘granite’ and inclined sedimentary rocks (left). 
Marine clay up to 600 ft above sea level (Lyell 1837b: 36). 

a b
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running off in all directions.” Charles had been waiting. 
“I found Charles very impatient for his dinner but not 
charting to sit down as it was our wedding day, & he did 
not wish to be like Isherspitfin.” (M. Lyell 1837b). In the 
evening they all went together in a boat across the fiord 
to a cottage where Charles had employed a girl to collect 
shells. She had collected a lot. “All the common people are 
so quick in making with a single word.” (M. Lyell 1837b). 
On Thursday Mary took a drive with Keyser to a hook 
to collect shells on the beach. They stopped at a county 
inn where they put “a tub” of milk on the table and two 
loopspoons, which was the Norwegian fashion. Mary, 
though, preferred having it on a plate (M. Lyell 1837b).  

The granite-gneiss border 
Thursday to Friday 13-14 July Charles Lyell and Keilhau 
went north on a two-day excursion to the valleys Nittedal 
and Hakadal, along the eastern border of the Christiania 
territory where granite met ancient gneiss, Lyell’s ‘type’ of 
metamorphic rock. They had already observed a gneiss-
border at Akershus Castle and at Ekeberg. From Grorud 
they moved north on the road to Bergen (Den bergenske 
kongevei) west of the hill Røverkollen (401 m), past the 
small farm Skytta and down to the farm Markerud in 
the valley Nittedal. According to Keilhau’s 1836-map 
this traverse would bring them from granite/syenite into 
porphyry and then into schists. Going from Grorud, the 
road initially passes to the western side of a number of 
xenoliths of Cambro-Silurian sediments surrounded by 
a coarse syenite (Holtedahl & Dons 1952). Lyell collected 
a specimen (No. 44) of a junction between porphyric 
syenite and schist. In general he noted: “The granite here 
& elsewhere does not send veins into schist in places where 
the porph[yry] comes between.” (Lyell 1837b: 44). Passing 
further north, the road lies on the border between a basalt 
area (the Alnsjøen area) to the west and the (porphyritic) 
syenite of Røverkollen to the east, probably reflected in 
Lyell’s note: 

“I observed a black hornblendic smooth fractur[e]d trap see 
spec[imen]. A. 46 - apparently no dike. The porph[yry] is 
common felsp[ati]c trap;  So there the Granite of Grefsen osen 
passes into felsp[ati]c trap & in this case does not send veins 
– Ly[ell] Is not then the red porphy[ry] region a trap form of 
granite & vice versa / If so throws light on hypogen - At the above 
places (p 44) the direction and dip of alt[ere]d beds of hard[ene]
d schist is just the same as elsewhere NS & SW.” (Lyell 1837b: 46)

They proceded into Nittedal valley to Markerud, where 
Lyell noted a triple junction of “Gneiss & Granite & 
Schist” - “The Gneiss maintains its normal direct[ion]
n N & S. The Syenite granite is sudden on to it perfectly 
just as veins of gran[ite] cut Gneiss - Did not see veins but 
they occur. Ampelite like writing slab for colour near the 
point wh[ich] accord.[in]g to K.[eilhau] w[oul]d indicate 
the hind[e]ring influence of Gneiss n[ea]r contact.“ (Lyell 
1837b: 46). In his notebook Lyell has crossed out the 

clear that the metamorphosis is very interesting & the recent date 
of the granite.” (Lyell 1837b: 40f).

The large and small blocks (xenoliths) of more or less 
metamorphosed (hornfelsic) Palaeozoic (Cambro-
Silurian) sediments included with sharp borders in 
the syenite (nordmarkite) around Grorud are indeed 
instructive (Goldschmidt 1911: 33), and correspond to the 
first item on Keilhau’s invitation (Keilhau 1837a). Many 
of these xenoliths can still be observed in outcrops in the 
20th century satellite towns Grorud and Ammerud, for 
instance east of the road Bergsveien (part of the old road 
to Trondhjem) and west of the road Ammerudveien (cf. 
also Holtedahl & Dons 1952). Closer examination of these 
xenoliths have shown that their strike is often regular as 
claimed by Keilhau, and they are thought to have fallen 
from the (sedimentary) roof of the magma chamber into 
the syenite melt during a stoping process (Holtedahl 
1963: 19). They could also simply be parts of a rugged 
magma chamber roof that has subsequently been eroded 
down to a plane surface. Lyell thought that the dip of the 
sedimentary strata towards the granite at Grorud had 
fooled von Buch into believing that they continued under 
the granite. 

“It was indeed supposed by Von Buch, at the commencement of 
his geological career, that the granite of Christiania, in Norway, 
was sometimes intercalated in mountain masses between the 
transition strata of that country, overlying fossiliferous shale 
and limestone. But although the granite sends veins into these 
fossiliferous rocks, and is decidedly posterior in origin, the 
opinion expressed of its actual superposition in mass has been 
disproved by Professor Keilhau, some of whose observations 
respecting localities referred to by Von Buch, I have lately had 
opportunities of verifying.”(Lyell 1838b: 216).

In the evening of 12 July Lyell made a number of notes, 
derived from conversation with Keilhau, regarding the 
border between gneiss and granite, and of clues to the 
relative age of the different rock types:

“Never in contact of Gran[ite]. & Gneiss & slate is the slate 
hardened into kieselschiefer. The porphy[ry] lies on sandst[one] 
alw[ays]. Sandst[one] newest part of Trans[itio]n & the Granite 
sends veins into the Porphy[ry] & is therefore newer than all & 
yet tho’ the gran[ite] does this it never overlies like the porphy[ry] 
– Veins of porphy[ry] descend into the sandstone. 1. Veins of 
granite in the porphy[ry] – 2. Porphy[ry] over sandst[one] – 
3. Pos[itio]n of sandst[one]. 4. Passage of granite into Gneiss 
– 5. Schists not altered “action empechantes de gneiss”. 6. 
Passage of granite into common gneiss while it sends veins into 
accompanying hornblendic schist.” (Lyell 1837b: 42, 44).

While Lyell and Keilhau roamed the landscape, Keyser 
entertained Mary. Wednesday she went with him to 
Egeberg to admire the view over the fiord and the city, 
then drove to the country house of a friend of Keyser, 
where they lunched, walked around, then returned to 
town. “The country is most beautiful with saltwater lakes 
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alum[inou]s schists at some junct[ion]s. Ly.[ell] How far do we 
confound the galvanic with the plutonian-volc[anic] effects at 
lines of junction of crystalline & stratif[ie]d rocks? The ampelite 
schists are not hardened by the neighbo[ourhoo]d of gneiss - ” 
(Lyell 1837b: 50).

In a right-page addition to these observations he noted: “If 
a crystalline igneous rock surrounds another of very distinct 
mineral comp[ositio]n it is likely enough that besides the 
first igneous hardening &c subsequent galvanic effects like 
those in mines will be produced.” (Lyell 1837b: 51). The 
rock type ‘ampelite’ is defined by Lyell, after Brongniart, 
as ‘aluminous slate’. The reference to ‘galvanic’, i.e. electric 
effects, reflects Lyell’s discussions with Faraday on possible 
causes of metamorphic processes. 

From Moe they proceeded north to the farm Tøyen, 
between Hakadal Church and Hakadal Verk, close to 
Kirkeby. “Near junction of granite a large surface of ribbon 
slate & argil[aceou]s trans[ition] schist hardened like 
ribbon jasper – The colour always follows faithfully the 
stratif[icatio]n here / decours to Keilhau the schist exactly 
hereby is not hardened close to junct[io]n of gneiss.” (Lyell 
1837b: 50). Lyell noted that at Tøyen one subscribed to 
the “radical paper” Statsborgeren - “in favor of a natural 
republican Educ[atio]n for the lower people” (Lyell 1837b: 
52).  Possibly Tøyen was where they slept. They may also 
have stayed at the iron-works Hakadal Verk, in operation 
from ca. 1550 to 1869, one of the estates of count Wedel. A 
third possibility is the ordinary coach inn Bjørnholt, close 
to Hakadal Verk. At Tøyen they observed and sketched
 
“Huge square blocks of syenite with their angles perfectly sharp – 
large rhombs often very correctly shaped –  These c[oul]d supply 
erratics innumerable / Near the base of this valley at Töje was a 
fiord before the Uddevalla clay was deposit[e]d. The clay is quite 
firm / therefore blocks of the red syenite may have been carried 
off at the turn by ice. Now Keilhau says that at the foot of the 
Norwegian precipices of gneiss one finds innumerable angular 
blocks of gneiss derived by cleavage & frost &” (Lyell 1837b: 52, 
54). “Erratics / Great slips of Gneiss as well as the tracts of granite 
provided erratics to the ancient fiord & c[oul]d now if sea again 
admitted with ice.” (Lyell 1837b: 53).

The notes that follow indicate evening conversation with 
Keilhau and perhaps others present at their lodging, details 
on the Kongsberg silver mines, facts about Norwegian 
emigration to the USA, and Norwegian taxes, easily 
fooled tourists: “Englishmen going to summit of highest 
mountain in Norway in mist are taken to lesser hights.” (!)
(Lyell 1837b: 54). They discussed the relationship between 
gneiss and granite. Keilhau said masses of the granite were 
so united to the gneiss at some junctions that distinction 
was difficult.  Could it be that “different masses of granite 
may have been injected one into the other & have formed 
as a laterally uniform mass only partially veined as here, 
in some places turns however into euritic porph[yry] or 
greenst[one] or syenite with or with[ou]t mica.” Adding 
on the right-hand page: “May not this theory of the 

following: “Ly.[ell] May not the fact of the granite near this 
passage into felsp[atic] porphy[ry] have someth[in]g to do 
with the non-alterat[io]n of the schist. K[eilhau] thinks 
this passage alluded to of G.[ranite] to P[orphyr]y is of so 
small extent that it is not enough.” (Lyell 1837b: 46-48). 
“Then I asked whether the euritic porph[yry] may not be 
the “rocks empechant” [obstacle rock] as it occurs here near 
the junction & elsewhere & and be a good parting wall here 
at Markerud.” (Lyell 1837b: 48). To illustrate his points 
Lyell drew a hypothetical section of the locality, placing it 
as a lens containing aligned schists, porphyry and gneiss 
surrounded by “granite” (syenite). The present-day view is 
close to Lyell’s: what they observed south of Markerud is 
a piece of Precambrian gneiss with Cambrian sediments 
layered upon or against it, and embedded within a 
Permian cauldron structure, the Nittedal cauldron 
(Naterstad 1978). In Elements Lyell discusses the locality 
in relation to Keilhau’s theory:  

“There are many instances, as at Markerud, near Christiania, 
in Norway, where the strike of the beds has not been deranged 
throughout a large area by the intrusion of granite, both in 
large masses and in veins. This fact is considered by / some 
geologists to militate against the theory of the forcible injection 
of granite in a fluid state. But it may be stated in reply, that 
ramifying dikes of trap, which almost all now admit to have 
once been fluid, pass through the same fossiliferous strata, 
near Christiania, without deranging their strike or dip.* “(Lyell 
1838b: 212-213)  *See Keilhau’s Gæa Norvegica; Christiania, 
1838.”

This small gneiss area is now largely covered by private 
houses, gardens and lawns. The triple contact Lyell and 
Keilhau observed can be inferred to be under the road 
junction at Hagan, the beginning of Seljeveien and 
Likollen. A direct contact between igneous rock and 
gneiss is seen on the northern side of Seljeveien. A triple 
contact must occur also closer to the farm Markerud, 
in the northernmost turn of the road Birkelund, now 
obscured by gardens and houses. 

Lyell noted: “Trans[itio]n conglo[merate] says K.[eilhau] 
contains great pebbles & some gneiss with felsp[a]r 
changed into Kaolin no granite or porphy[ry] pebbles in 
the sandstone -.” This suggests that Keilhau and Lyell 
observed the basal conglomerate of the Cambrian 
sediments, probably at the junction of sediments and 
gneiss at Markerud. En passant Lyell noted: “The species 
[of] gran[ite] & the s[everal] others wh[ich] V. Buch 
made in Xtiania district are all of exactly the same age.” 
From Markerud they moved northwards to Moe, where a 
number of abandoned mines and quarries were indicated 
on Keilhau’s map. This gave Lyell occasion to ponder the 
causal forces of metamorphism:

“At Junction of gneiss and bitum[inou]s schist at Moe first 
stage, by the river mines of iron & copper as often happens – 
Ly.[ell] galvanic influence of the ore rocks over on the other 
has developed ores ? The ampelite is full of pyrite hence the 
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redder colour, than the feldspar usually belonging to the gneiss 
of Norway.” (Lyell 1838b: 212).

And made into a lesson:

“the relations of the plutonic rock and the gneiss, are full 
of interest when we duly consider the wide difference of 
epoch which must have separated their origin. The length of 
this interval of time is attested by the following facts: - The 
fossiliferous, or transition beds, rest uncomformably upon the 
truncated edges of the gneiss, the inclined strata of which had 
been disturbed and denuded before the sedimentary beds were 
superimposed. (See Fig. 292). The signs of denudation are 
twofold; first, the surface of the gneiss is seen occasionally on 
the removal of the newer beds, containing organic remains, to 
be scored and polished; secondly, pebbles of gneiss have been 
found in some of the transition strata. Between the origin, 
therefore, of the gneiss and the granite there intervened, first, 
the period when the strata of gneiss were inclined; secondly, 
the period when they were denuded; thirdly, the period of 
deposition of the transition deposits. Yet the granite produced, 
after this long interval, is often so intimately blended with the 
ancient gneiss, at the point of junction, that it is impossible to 
draw any other than an arbitrary line of separation between 
them; and where this is not the case, tortuous veins of granite 
pass freely through gneiss, ending sometimes in threads, as 
if the older rock had offered no resistance to their passage. 
It seems necessary, therefore, to conceive that the gneiss was 
softened and more or less melted when penetrated by the 
granite. But had such junctions alone been visible, and had 
we not learnt, from other sections, how long a period elapsed 
between the consolidation of the gneiss and the injection of 
this granite, we might have suspected that the gneiss was hardly 
solidified, or had not yet assumed its complete metamorphic 
character, when invaded by the plutonic rock. From this 
example we may learn how impossible it is to conjecture 
whether certain granites in Scotland, and in other countries, 
which send veins into gneiss and other metamorphic rocks, are 
primary, or whether they may not belong to some secondary 
or tertiary period.” (Lyell 1838: 500-503). (Fig. 7).

This granite-gneiss border that so fascinated Lyell can 
still be easily traced in bedrock outcrops in the forest-clad 
valley side east of Hakadal Church, running N-S for ca. 2 
km. Exactly which of these many outcrops Lyell examined 

successive inject[ion]s & lateral thrusts of the granite 
explain the actual posit[io]n of the schist” (Lyell 1837b: 
56-57). Lyell drew a set of elliptic intrusions progressively 
being displaced laterally by new intrusions in the middle. 
“Ly[ell]. c[oul]d the gradual lateral expans[io]n of the 
Granite cause the schist to be meta[morphose]d [?]” (Lyell 
1837b: 58). 

The next day Lyell and Keilhau ascended Tøyenhøgda 
to the east “where the syenite-granite sends veins into the 
hardened stratif[ie]d schist / garnet at point of junction. – 
Now here the granite is normal & sends veins & K[eilhau] 
says that where porphirit[i]c & less purely granitic no veins 
– the bearing of the slate is N.E. S.W. dip S.W.” (Lyell 1837b: 
58). They then walked south, in the hillside east and above 
the mine Kirkeby tracing a N-S trending border between 
the ‘granite’ and the old gneiss. 

“Gneiss becomes much more felsp[ati]c at junction with the 
felsp[ati]c granite, seen spec[ially] near Kirkeby Grube. A regular 
passage from Gneiss to Granite near Kirkeby Grube. An excess 
of feldspar in the Granite who seems to have lent some to the 
Gneiss & yet how can this have happened? The lamin[atio]n of 
the gneiss big state the same. In order to judge of the theory a 
geologist must have exam[ine]d much Gneiss & ascertened how 
often masses of similarly felspathic gneiss occur.” (Lyell 1837b: 
60).

In a note Lyell summarized insights gained from this 
excursion: 

“Althou’ the Granite of Xtiania is separat[e]d in age from the 
Gneiss by the depos[itio]n of all the Trans[itio]n strata, yet 
no one c[oul]d have perceived at its line of junction with the 
Gneiss that both were not formed at once. especially when the 
Gneiss seems of the same felspathic character as the Granite, 
& as if both had been mixed up together. - Now K[eilhau] says 
that when Gran[ite] comes into contact with gneiss of normal 
form there is a kind of passage but when it meets hornblendic 
gneiss veins of gran[ite] penetrate. - So when granite meets 
felsp[atic] porph[yry] there is a fusion, when it meets ampelite 
& trans[ition] slate veins are sent in, ergo w[oul]d not granite 
always pass into the same mass of granite when in contact & 
this seems to throw much light on the successive inject[ion]
s of granite. Suppose the Gneiss near Kirkeby to have been less 
stratif[ie]d how integral a part it has made of the Granite! If so 
any uniform mass of granite may be found successively & besides 
the granite here as in Arran & elsewhere does send veins thru’ 
itself - & does vary here & there in grain or even in mineral 
structure.” (Lyell 1837b: 59).  

In Elements this experience is communicated thus:   

“Professor Keilhau drew my attention to several localities in 
the country near Christiania, where the mineral character of 
the gneiss appears to have been affected by a granite of much 
newer origin, for some distance from the point of contact. The 
gneiss, without loosing its laminated structure, seems to have 
become charged with a larger quantity of feldspar, and that of a 

Figure 7. Generalized relationship between granite, gneiss and 
sedimentary rocks. Elements of Geology (Lyell 1838b: 502). 
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Keyser took Charles on a little walk to see a fine dyke I paid 
the children a visit in their bedroom.” (M. Lyell 1837b). 
From Keyser’s pretty garden Mary got floral greetings 
almost every day; the wild flowers were abundant and the 
same as in England. The fine dyke exited Lyell: “vertical 
dike of crystalline greenst.[one] in shist with numberless 
pieces of granite and syenite imbedded mostly angular & 
from one to 6 inches diameter – the fragments of gneiss 
with red felspar & very distinctly laminated & not altered – 
Dike about 10 ft. wide – The most striking excample I ever 
saw of such a breccia in a greenst.[one] dike.” (Lyell 1837b: 
72f). During his stay in Norway he would repeatedly 
examine and sketch this particular dyke, and it is depicted 
in a chapter on volcanic rocks in Elements of Geology, 
demonstrating “Foreign fragments in dikes” (Fig. 8). 

“A fine illustration is seen in a dike of greenstone, ten feet wide, 
in the northern suburbs of Christiania, in Norway, of which 
the annexed figure is a ground plan [here 95]. The dike passes 
through shale, known by its fossils to belong to the transition, 
or Silurian series. In the black base of greenstone are angular 
and roundish pieces of gneiss, some white, others of light / 
flesh-colour, some without lamination, like granite, others with 
laminæ, which, by their various and often opposite directions, 
show that they have been scattered at random through the 
matrix. These imbedded pieces of gneiss measure from one to 
about eight inches in diameter.” (Lyell 1838b: 174-75).

Sorgenfri and surroundings is today mostly covered with 
houses and gardens, and I have not succeeded in locating 
this spectacular dyke, although many dykes are still visible 
in the area.   

In the evening Lyell listed queries he would put to 
Keilhau, e.g.  “1. Sandst[one] generally in neighb[ourhoo]
d of the g[rea]t porphy[ry] district – why? […] 2. Gneiss 
fragm[ents]? f.[or] i.[instance] found in the quartz 
conglomerate - 3. Are the platforms of porphy[ry] 
superimp[ose]d on horizontal or inclined strata -  If not 
an horizontal did the porphy[ry] form over a previously 
disturb[e]d Trans[itio]n stratif[icatio]n?” (Lyell 1837b: 74). 

and how far he and Keilhau walked along the border we 
do not know. The border is not evident from the small 
scale topography of the landscape, it does not follow the 
ridge, but occurs a little downhill in the valley side. To his 
sister Eleanor, Lyell recounted the Hakadal trip:

“I had a pretty good specimen of a Norwegian forest of fir-wood, 
and steep hills of granite, and other such rocks, with here and 
there a deserted iron or copper mine opened in the middle of 
the wilderness, and some tractas by which the woodmen draw 
out the fir trees which they fell, leaving enough to supply natural 
growth in succession. The ground under the trees was often 
thickly covered with Linnæa borealis. I was not aware that it 
smelt so sweet. On the marshy ground there was great abundance 
of Rubus chamæmorus, which the natives call moltk-bær, which 
was red when I picked it, but which is yellow when ripe.” (Lyell 
1837c). 

He noted that the woods had been thinned by brisk trade 
in recent years, although British duties favoured more 
expensive Canadian wood, the Norwegian wood went to 
France for flooring in farmers houses, “a new luxury to 
them”. “I heard the cuckoo in these woods” (Lyell 1837c). 
“On my way back from Hakkedal to Christiania saw 
granite branching into a land in the felsp[atic] porph[yr]
y & nudle porphy[ry] of Buch & various traps like 
Green[stone][.] Amygdaloid also found in the granite but 
very rarely any dikes – Greenst.[one] dikes occur both in 
granite & porph[yry]” (Lyell 1837b: 73). The geologists 
returned to Kristiania on Friday night. 

That morning Ms. Keilhau had paid Mary a visit at the 
hotel. Christine Keilhau had been the fiancee of the 
mathematics genius Niels Henrik Abel (1802-1829), but 
after Abel succumbed to tuberculosis she was ‘inherited’ 
by his friend Keilhau.  Later in the morning Mary went 
with professor Keyser and his daughters to examine the 
collections of Norwegian antiquities at the University. 
She noted the birds and larger mammals of Norway, some 
changing their color in winter. The Lyells had always 
dined in their room to be free to have their dinner any 
time they liked, but this evening professor Keyser and his 
daughters dined at the hotel and Mary Lyell joined them. 
After dinner Keyser left his three daughters with Mary for 
an hour (M. Lyell 1837b).
 

Shells and a brecciated dyke 
Saturday 15 July Mary and Charles went with Keilhau to 
the University to examine the collections of shells. Lyell 
noted 108 specimens, their names and place of origin; 
the great bulk collected by west-coast country parson and 
marine biologist Michael Sars, their locality given roughly 
as “Bergen” (Lyell 1837b: 62-72). Keilhau had sent some 
shells to Lyell’s cooperator Deshayes for identification 
(Lyell 1837b: 1). After dinner they returned to the 
museum, and in the evening went to Keyser’s Sorgenfri. 
His daughters were already in bed, “but while Pr[ofessor] 

Figure 8. The dyke containing fragments of other rocks, close to 
Sorgenfri. Elements of Geology (Lyell 1838b: 174) 
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“This X[ti]ania Rhomben-porphyry turns into Greenst[one] in 
its prolongation. In fact it is a mass of trap sometimes porphyritic 
and sometimes dioritic (& the dike is about the same size in 
each form & the one rock passing gradually to the other) cuts 
thro[ugh] the trans[itio]n schist strata & does not alter their 
direction. Not more than Granite of Grefsenosen. In one place the 
rhomben porphy[ry] in the promontory of Tyveholmen cuts the 
euritic porph[yry] wh[ich] belongs to schist & is of its usual pale 
brickred color but unfortunally the sect[ion] not very clear. Some 
of same euritic seems newer than the vertical or intruding dikes” 
(Lyell 1837b: 86). 

In a sketch Lyell indicates the igneous origin of the dikes, 
reaching the surface as a swarm from a magma chamber 
deep in the crust (Lyell 1837b: 90). Possibly he made it 
to show Keilhau how he interpreted what they observed. 
Tyvholmen is today completely covered by seaside 
apartments, and not a single outcrop of rhomb porphyry 
is to be seen.

Island dykes – Hovedøya, Nesodden, 
Gåsøya and Ostøya

Tuesday morning 18 July Mary noted: “Charles has just 
set off on a boating expedition with Pr[ofessor] Keilhau 
& as I never feel very comfortable on the water if there is 
any wind, I am going to be driven in a carriole in another 
direction to get some shells that a girl is to collect for us 
[…]” (M. Lyell 1837b). Lyell and Keilhau on this day went 
to Hovedøya, an island in the bay of Christiania, south 
of the harbour; until the Reformation in 1536 it was the 
site of a large Cistercien monastry, founded in 1147, now 
in ruins. The island mainly consists of (Middle & Upper 
Ordovician and Lower Silurian) shale and limestone, 
and Lyell’s notebook indicates a short stop to examine 
“Numerous dikes” (Lyell 1837b: 91). Keilhau had earlier 
described two such dikes at Hovedøya, suggesting they 
were extensions of those observed ashore at Wratz’s 
løkke and in the bay east of Tyveholmen (Keilhau 1823c: 
5f). Hovedøya is today a public recreation area and 
all localities are eminently accessible to the interested 
geologist. A recent geological excursion guide and map is 
provided by Bockelie & Dons (1996).   

From the fjord they could also see the large porphyry 
hills (e.g. Kolsås) on the western side, and Lyell sketched 
a section of this “porphyry platform” lying on top of 
the transition strata which again rested on gneiss at the 
borders of the Christiania area. He drew two alternative 
sections, one with a dyke (a feeder dyke or volcanic 
neck?) leading up through the schists to the porphyry and 
another section either indicating strata in the porphyry 
or a near horizontal dyke, probably to illustrate the 
discussion with Keilhau about the genesis of the porphyry. 
“The junction of the great mass of porphy[yry] forming the 
great platform is on all sides jagged like the junct[ion]s of 
the euritic porph[yry] with the strata – The great mass of 

He also made several sketches of the possible folding and 
dislocation of the sedimentary rocks and their subsequent 
erosion (Lyell 1837b: 78).

On Sunday 16 the Lyells said prayers at home as they had 
no Anglican church to go to. In the afternoon they set 
out for Bogstad, count Wedel’s country estate just outside 
town. 

“Charles found some rock on the road so we were 2 1/2 hours 
going, though the horses go excessively fast, up hill and down 
hill. The place is most beautifully situated beside a small 
freshwater lake, with hills covered with fir trees. The house very 
large and handsome four or five rooms en suite furnished with 
satin & many pictures. We liked the family still more at further 
acquaintance, particularly the daugthers. They wanted us to 
stay there if Charles made any further expeditions. […] It was 
a beautiful evening, but Charles did not enjoy the latter part so 
much, as he had an attack of tooth ache, which he has unluckily 
had several times lately when exposed to a draught.” (M. Lyell 
1837b).

Monday 17 July Mary found the gnats troublesome, 
her feet covered with bites and blisters (M. Lyell 1837b). 
This day they again went to the Museum, where Charles 
made a list of the shells which had been found in the 
“Newer Pliocene” deposits of Christiania, noting their 
names, their place of origin and the height above sea-
level at which they had been found (Lyell 1837b: 80-82). 
After dinner Mary went to Sorgenfri and had a pleasant 
afternoon, was driven in carriole to the top of a hill and 
made some sketches. “I never saw anyone as kind as 
Prof[es]s[o]r Keiser has been to me, giving of all his time.” 
(M. Lyell 1837b). Charles joined them late for tea, cold 
meat, green peas, salmon, salad and strawberries but first 
he restudied the brecciated dyke (Lyell 1837b: 79, 82f). 
Then he and Keilhau went to Tyveholmen on the western 
side of the bay west of Akershus castle to study a junction 
between the transition strata and the locus classicus of the 
rock type von Buch in 1810 had called Rhombenporphyr, 
rhomb porphyry. 

“Felspar crystals in above ment[ione]d porphy[ry.] The base 
is syenitic & Greenstony wh[ich] is not the case with the great 
district of porphyry. Now the Trans[itio]n slate is not in the 
least disturbed but only hardened by the introd[uctio]n of the 
great mass of rhomben porphy[ry] of Tyveholmen, & that too 
altho[ugh] the mass is 60 feet wide! Either therefore Keilhau 
must deny that these uncomformable porph[yry]s & Greenstones 
near Xtiania are intrusive rocks (wh[ich] he seems nearly 
dispos[e]d to do) or retract the argument about granite not being 
intruded because it has not moved the invaded strata. It may be 
difficult to explain how any cryst[alline] rock can be introduced 
without more disturbance but when the granite only shares this 
with the Sorgenfri dikes both may be called volcanic or plutonic 
for that matter.” (Lyell 1837b: 84f). 

Lyell later added: 
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phenomenon of “Foreign fragments in dikes”, and here 
the brecciated dike from Sorgenfri takes precedence. 
Nesoddtangen is today a ferry & bus terminal, and a 
parking lot covers most of the dyke. Only a tiny remnant 
– bordering Precambrian mica schists to the south – is 
visible at the western side of the parking lot, beneath an 
ancient bell tower (a fog signal) set up on top of the dyke in 
1886. Large blocks from the dyke can be seen in the wave 
protection along the shore on the eastern side of Tangen. 
What they observed at Nesodden was the geological 
puzzle that Judd (1893) in a work on Arran would term 
“composite dikes” (cf. Dons 1952: 54-61; Oftedal 1957).

From Nesodden they were rowed west to the island 
Gåsøya to look at more dikes (Lyell 1837b: 98-104). The 
island consists mainly of sedimentary (Ordovician) strata, 
and Lyell noted that the schist and limestone in these beds 
were cut by “dikes of greenst[one] at 70°?”, yet with “no 
disturbance” of  beds of schist – “no more than other dikes”.  
One big red dyke forked into two branches down by the 
sea, but the small triangle of sedimentary rocks between 
the branches maintained the same strike as the sediments 
on the sides of the dyke; “not disturbed”, “do not shift or 
displace in any way” noted Lyell. The slates and limestones 
were however altered in character, though “not equal to 
great masses of granite.”

“If we consider the branching dikes of red syenite quite 
granitiform of Gaasoen with its fork & see how undisturbed the 
schist is at point of contact & intersection we are less surprised 
that the Granite veins do not derange the strata more. This great 
dike has been followed by K[eilhau] till it passed into euritic 
porph[yry] & then joined the great central granitic region. It 
often changes its mineralog[ica]l aspect & nature & takes the 
form of many porp[hyry]s & of greenst[one]. The Schists in 
contact are hardened by the dikes like trans[itio]n rocks near the 
granite […]  The great dike of porph[yry] or syenite of Gaasoen 
becomes quite quartzy at Oust O or Isle [Ostøya][,] consists of 
felsp[ar] & greenst[one] (see specim[en]s) & still more so see 
those of Kjöholmen where it is very crystalline B. & granitiform. 

porph[yry] is sometimes even 500 to 600 ft thick perhaps 
1000.” (Lyell 1837b: 94). They proceeded to Nesodden, 
a peninsula opposite the harbor, mainly consisting 
of Precambrian gneiss and granite. At the tip of this 
peninsula (Tangen) a particularly interesting dike in the 
mica schist was observed (Lyell 1837b: 96f). It consisted 
of an 8 paces broad band of “syenite” with bands of 
“greenstone” (18 inches) on each side. “The course of this 
remarkable dike is shown in Keilhau’s map proceeding from 
N.  from the Granite of Bogstad & at length cutting the 
promontory of Næsodden & then terminate in the Gneiss 
further South. The mica shist (a marble of the Great Gneiss 
form[a]t[ion]) is whitish & forms contrast with reddest 
syenite. The two salbands of greenst[one] are wonderfully 
like distinct dikes. No alteration either in direction or state 
of mica shist made by the dikes.” (Lyell 1837b: 97, drawing 
p. 96). This dyke had earlier been described by Keilhau 
(Keilhau 1823c: 10f). A special feature provided new 
evidence for the simultaneity (same age) of the production 
of rhomb porphyry and greenstone: Between the mica 
schist and the porphyry was a dyke/band of greenstone 
which sometimes merged with the porphyry and at other 
places was quite distinct. Keilhau thought this quite 
similar to those observed in a dyke at Huk at Bygdøy 
(Ladegaardsøen). He suggested it was the shallowness of 
the fissure and the influence of the surrounding mica-
schist that caused the dyke to be heterogeneous. In 
Elements Lyell devotes substantial space to this dyke in 
Chapter VIII on “Volcanic rocks”, where he notes that in 
many dykes the melted matter has cooled faster along the 
edges or sides, resulting in smaller crystals than in the 
center of the dyke. 

“On the left shore of the fiord of Christiania, in Norway, a 
remarkable dike of syenitic greenstone is traced through 
transition strata, until at length, in the promontory of 
Næsodden, it enters mica-schist. Fig. 94. represents a ground 
plan, where the dike appears eight paces in width. In the 
middle it is highly crystalline and granitiform, of purplish 
colour, and containing a few crystals of mica, and strongly 
contrasted with the whitish mica-schist, between which and 
the syenitic rock there is usually on each side a distinct black 
band, 18 inches wide, of dark greenstone. When first seen, 
these bands have the appearance of two accompanying dikes; 
yet they are, in fact, only the different form which the syenitic 
materials have assumed where near to or in contact with the 
mica-schist. At one point, a, one of the sahlbands terminates 
/ for a space; but near this there is a large detached block, b, 
having a gneiss-like structure, consisting of hornblende and 
feldspar, which is included in the midst of the dike. Round 
this a smaller encircling zone is seen, of dark basalt, or fine-
grained greenstone, nearly corresponding to the larger one 
which border the dike, but only one inch wide.* “  Note: “*This 
dike has been described by Professor Keilhau, of Christiania, in 
whose company I examined it.” (Lyell 1838b: 173-74). 

The printed figure (Fig. 9) faithfully captures Lyell’s 
original drawing. The detached block in the Nesodden 
dike then leads Lyell to elaborate further on the 

Figure 9. Elements of Geology (Lyell 1838b: 173). Composite dyke at 
the Nesodden peninsula, based on sketch by Lyell 18 July 1837 (Lyell 
1837b: 96).
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Further contact relations –  
Asker, Drammen and Holmestrand

Thursday 20 July the Lyells left Christiania, in a carriage 
along the west side of the fjord. They passed the peninsula 
Ladegaards Øen (Bygdøy), “an island according to Keilhau 
300 years ago”, Lyell noted. The pavement of Oslo had 
however told him that the land rise had been no more 
than 3 feet in 300 years. He therefore thought sediments 
from a small river nearby were the principal cause of the 
isthmus to Ladegaardsøen (Lyell 1837b: 108). Soon after 
they came to “the double dikes of porphyry wh[ich] 
K[eilhau] consid[er]s as forked & as continuant of that 
of Næsodden promontory seen If so much altered as it 
contains hexagonal mica”. Along the road to Drammen 
he also noticed erratic boulders, but few in comparison to 
those in Sweden. 

After leaving Asker they entered an area marked as ‘Harte 
Schiefer’ on Keilhau’s map, a broad band of hardened 
(contact metamorphic) Silurian strata adjacent to the 
(Permian) Drammen granite. The general dip of the 
soft and hard schists was towards the granite noted Lyell 
(1837b: 108). They approached the Gjellebekk locality 
noted by Naumann (1824), where marble  had been 
quarried in the 18th century. In Elements the phenomena 
observed here were included in a chapter on metamorphic 
rocks: 

“In the southern extremity of Norway, there is a large district, 
on the west side of the fiord of Christiania, in which granite 
or syenite protrudes in mountain masses through fossiliferous 
strata, and usually sends veins into them at the point of 
contact. The stratified rocks, replete with shells and zoophytes, 
consist chiefly of shale, limestone, and some sandstone, and all 
these are invariably altered near the granite for a distance of 
from 50 to 400 yards. The aluminous shales are hardened and 
have become flinty. Sometimes they resemble jasper. Ribboned 
jasper is produced by the hardening of alternate layers of 
green and chocolate-coloured shist, each stripe faithfully 
representing the original lines of stratification. Nearer the 
granite the schist often contains crystals of hornblende, which 
are even met with in some places for a distance of several 
hundred yards from the junction; and this black hornblende 
is so abundant, that eminent geologists, when passing through 
the country, have confused it with the ancient hornblende-
schist, subordinate to the great gneiss formation of Norway. 
Frequently, between the/ granite and the hornblendic slate, 
above mentioned, grains of mica and crystalline feldspar 
appear in the schist, so that rocks resembling gneiss and mica-
schist are produced. Fossils can rarely be detected in these 
schists, and they are more completely effaced in proportion 
to the more crystalline texture of the beds, and their vicinity 
to the granite. In some places the siliceous matter of the schist 
becomes a granular quartz, and when hornblende and mica 
are added, the altered rock loses its stratification, and passes 
into a kind of granite. The limestone, which at points remote 
from the granite is of an earthy texture, blue colours, and often 

This Gaasoen dike who has been traced N. (see K[eilhau]’s map) 
to district hardened by granite contains in some parts therefore a 
granite of hornblend[e] & felspar & in another some of quartz & 
felsp[a]r & thus all the Elements of the Xtiania syenitic granite. 
It is really a granite vein. Now in Kjoholmen? some of the euritic 
porphyry beds conformable with vertical strata or as nearly so as 
such beds usually are shifts the great Gaasoen dike !!! as below. 
Are then Keilhau’s conformable eurite porph[yry]s newer than 
such granite or syenite veins? In general one must grant him that 
as the euritic porphy[ry]s have been disturbed in same manner 
as the accompanying slates &c then they are older because the 
syenite and greenst[one] dikes cut vertically with[ou]t reference 
to the disturbed pos[itio]n of the Trans[itio]n beds.” (Lyell 1837b: 
104-107). (Fig.10)  

On Wednesday 19 July they visited the Museum in the 
morning, Lyell noting that more than hundred trilobite 
species were known to “Back [Boeck] of Xtiania”, 50 
species from the Christiania territory transition limestones 
(Lyell 1837b: 104). Possibly Lyell met Christian Boeck, 
Keilhau’s companion on many excursions, including the 
land rise study in 1836, and who’s survey of Norwegian 
trilobites appeared in Gaea Norvegica the following 
year (Boeck 1838). The first note in Lyell’s Christiania 
notebook, probably made from conversation with Danish 
colleagues, was indeed that “Book” had written on the 
trilobites and was the “best naturalist” in Christiania 
(Lyell 1837b: 1). The Lyells spent the afternoon packing 
specimens, preparing for departure the next day. Lyell 
studied Keilhaus’s map and noted the interesting locality 
of Gjellebekk on the road to Drammen where a junction 
of granite and marble could be observed (Lyell 1837b: 
104). They called on Count Wedel and got some useful 
adresses for the trip. Keilhau and Keyser called on them in 
the evening and gave them letters of recommendation for 
persons that might be able to provide carriages (M. Lyell 
1837b).  

Figure 10. Branching syenite dyke at Gåsøya, sketched by Lyell 18 July 
1837 (Lyell 1837b: 98). 
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Kongsberg Silver Mines. He called on the Lyells in the 
evening, and provided them with carriage and horses, 
and a letter to a contact in Holmestrand (M. Lyell 1837b). 
Early Friday morning the Lyells left Drammen, passing 
through “a most beautiful & varied country” with “fine 
views of the fiord.” (M. Lyell 1837b). Between Drammen 
and Holmestrand they “had frequent stoppings on the road 
while Charles examined the rocks. Just before we reached 
Holmestrand Count Wedel with his son & Mr. Marmier 
passed us & we talked a little while. He was going to his 
castle of Jarlsberg.” (M. Lyell 1837b). Charles noted clay 
and granite: 

“When the granite is exposed it has the rounded form as if 
smoothed by the sea as the granite & gneiss of Hakedal as if wall 
polished by the sea. In Hakedal saw many surfaces which scarred 
& furrowed as at Falun. Sea has carried away much thick clay. 
Keilhau sh[oul]d have colored on his map the clay in cases 
where its breadth and depth are so great as here. – The arbitrary 
extension of granite transi[tio]n & porphy[ry] over those tracts 
which are deeply cov[ere]d with clay misleads / could not the 
rocks be dotted in the engraving when so much concealed by 
newer-plioc[ene]?” (Lyell 1837b: 110, 112).

The polish and furrows noted by Lyell were of course 
later seen to be caused by glaciers. Holmestrand was in 
1837 a major port for timber export, with a big fleet of 
sailing ships. Keilhau had published a special study of 
Holmestrand and its surroundings (Keilhau 1825a). “This 
place is built on a sort of ledge under the cliffs like Hastings, 
which makes it hot”, noted Mary (M. Lyell 1837b). The 
Lyells found a comfortable, clean, small inn kept by a 
widow. “Charles had a letter to a surgeon who only spoke a 
little German but he took him to a friend of his, Mr. Ihlen, a 
merchant who had formerly been master of a trading vessel 
& been frequently in Liverpool & Dublin & speakes English 
well. He has been very kind, doing anything that was 
useful for us. He found a boat for yesterday morning with 
two pilots who speakes a little English & one of them had 
been six months at Torbermory, refitting a vessel.” (M. Lyell 
1837b). The merchant was Niels Ihlen and the pilots Svend 
With and Hans Bånson (Lyell 1837b: 114). “We started at 
five in the morning & rowed to a point about eight miles 
off, stopping however sometimes if Charles wished to land 
anywhere. We had a large basket of provisions, & dined 
under some fir trees.” (M. Lyell 1837b). On this Saturday 22 
July they landed at Solfjeld on the south-western tip of the 
Hurum peninsula, to examine

“some junct[io]n of thinly bedded trans.[ition] limest.[one] & 
shale much harden[e]d with granite / The junct[io]n not seen on 
shore but a little inland in a vertical cliff at the point about 15 
feet high for the most part follow pass in a cleft but at A a true 
junct[io]n the limst[one] & schist is a sort of breccia as if veined 
with spar with small fragm[en]ts of hard[ene]d shale this at vvv 
for 2 inches or 3 in breadth – The distinctions of 2 rocks stratif[ie]
d & unstrat[ifie]d perfect at contact – no veins of granite. The 
schist a black Lydian stone partly with white flinty limst[one] a 
ribboned rock.” (Lyell 1837b: 115).

abounds in corals, becomes a white granular marble near the 
granite, sometimes siliceous, the granular structure extending 
occasionally upwards of 400 yards from the junction; and the 
corals being for the most part obliterated,/ though sometimes 
preserved, even in the white marble. Both the altered limestone 
and hardened slate contain garnets in many places, also ores of 
iron, lead, and copper with some silver. These alterations occur 
equally, whether the granite invades the strata in a line parallel 
to the general strike of the fossiliferous beds, or in a line at 
right angles to their strike, as will be seen by the accompanying 
ground plan.*” (Lyell 1838: 242-244).

The note cited Gæa Norvegica (Keilhau 1838: 61-63) 
concerns the Eiker area, but Lyell’s figure (Fig. 11) seems 
modified from Plate II, Fig. 1 in Gæa, which exhibits 
relations for the Asker ‘harte shiefer’, dealt with on p. 16 
in Gæa.  Lyell noted that the granite of Paradise hill was 
covered with clay up to 600 feet above sea level or more. 
He searched in vain for fossil shells. “Both on N. & S. of 
Drammen the clay or modern depos[it]s is as important 
feature in the geology of the country as valleys is it, &  flat 
even wherever not washed off from steep precipices of red 
granite or Syenite.” (Lyell 1837b: 110).  Mary concentrated 
on the wider vistas: “had a most beautiful drive to 
Drammen over Paradise Hill which commands one of 
the most extensive views of the Drammen-Fiord, though 
scarcely as beautiful I think as some a little lower down. 
We stopped twice to rest the horses, & had strawberries & 
milk & cakes. All the way children were running out of the 
cottages by the road-side to sell us strawberries in little bags 
made of the birch tree bark sewed together just as Charles 
saw in Sweden.” (M. Lyell 1837b).

In Drammen they had a letter of introduction to the chief 
administrator (amtmand) of Buskerud county, Gustav 
Peter Blom, author of legal tracts, national statistics and 
travel accounts, and friend of Wedel Jarlsberg. Blom had 
recently participated with Keilhau and Wedel-Jarlsberg 
in the Royal Commission evaluating the future of the 

Figure 11. Principal sketch of border between granite and Palaeozoic 
sediments. Elements of Geology (Lyell 1838b: 243), possibly modified 
from Keilhau (1838d, Plate II, Fig. 1). 
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From the shores of the Hurum peninsula the Lyells 
were rowed out to the small island Tofteholmen, today 
a nature reserve. Lyell “found it to consist of hard black 
hornblend porph[yr]y? & Ly[ell] rhomben porph[yry]? a 
very granitiform structure – cryst[al]s mica? or hornblende. 
Is not Tofteholm granite in Keilhau’s map?” (Lyell 1837b: 
121f). Observed Mary: “In the afternoon the wind 

This border between (Drammen-)granite and 
(Ordovician) sediments was clearly indicated on Keilhau’s 
map, and is still easily accessible up from the shore. Along 
the shore one can observe loose boulders which change 
from red granite to grey shales. The Lyells and their rowers 
continued east along the shore to Ertsvig bay to a long 
sandy beach (Tronstad strand) and a new change of rock 
type.   

“The limest[one] contin[ue]s to Ertsvig bay having a N.W. dip 
(slightly S.E. at Solfjeld) & then gives place to gneiss. Could 
not find junction – valley between. The Gneiss here consists of 
alternating masses of light-col[ore]d red very granitified felspar 
& quartzy gneiss, & black hornblen[de] gneiss (very dark 
hornblende-schists). These beds are cut with numerous veins 
of greenst[one] 2 or 3 feet thick but some remarkably thin only 
an inch or ½ inch yet persisting intrusions course both thru 
the white & black bands of gneiss. In one place I saw a vein of 
quartz passing thru both gneiss and greenst[one] part of the 
quartz vein with cryst[al]s of which point towards each other. 
other parts of vein filled with common quartz. The most singular 
circumst[ance] in the Gneiss of Ersvigen is this distinction of the 
altern[atin]g beds altho[ugh] the one so like granite that I had 
much difficulty of deciding it was not gr.[anite] &  now & then 
veins proceed from the granitiform beds into the micaceous”  
(Lyell 1837b: 115, 117).

In his Elements of Geology this was presented thus: 

“Veins of pure quartz are often found in granite, as in many 
stratified rocks, but they are not traceable, like veins of granite 
or trap, to large bodies of rock of similar composition. They 
appear to have been cracks, into which siliceous matter was 
infiltered. Such segregation, as it is called, can sometimes 
be shown to have clearly taken place long subsequently to 
the original consolidation of the containing rock. Thus, for 
example, in the gneiss of Tronstad Strand, near Drammen, in 
Norway, the annexed section is seen on the beach. It appears 
that the alternating strata of whitish granitiform gneiss, and 
black hornblende-schist, were first cut through by a greenstone 
dike, about 2 ½ feet wide; then the crack a b passed through 
all these rocks, and was filled up with quartz. The opposite 
walls of the vein are in some parts/ incrusted with transparent 
crystals of quartz, the middle of the vein being filled up with 
common opaque white quartz.” (Lyell 1838b: 214-215)

Lyell’s textbook illustration is ‘principal’ rather than 
exactly true to nature, and possibly sketched from 
memory in the evening. Approximately 400 m south 
along the gneiss cliffs on the east side of the bay several 
dark grey dykes cut through the S-N striking black and 
yellow gneiss and amphibolite bands at almost right 
angles, i.e. W-E. Irregular quartz veins oriented S-N 
have subsequently cut through these dykes. This well 
preserved locality is evidently the place examined by 
Lyell. A quartz vein here matches in outline the one in 
Lyell’s illustration, where he has drawn the alternating 
bands of amphibolite and granite in the gneiss much too 
thin (Fig. 12A, B, C).  

Figure 12. Relative age demonstrated: Quartz vein cutting dyke 
cutting gneiss (bands of granite & amphibolite) at Tronstad strand, 
Hurum peninsula. A. Sketch by Lyell 22 July 1837 (Lyell 1837b: 117); 
B. Figure in Elements of Geology (Lyell 1838b: 214). C. Locality 
today. Photo GH

a

b

c
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Holmestrand as a locality to study the relationship 
between sandstone and porphyry, suggesting that the 
latter was metamorphosed from the first. The red 
sandstone here is today known to be Upper Silurian, while 
the porphyries are of Permian age. From the boat Lyell 
examined along the shore north of Holmestrand, and at 
Smørstein noted: “The junction of the mass of porphy[ry] 
[…] with the sandstone reminds me of that at Solfjeld of 
granite with trans[itio]n limest[one]. The sandst[one] here 
like the limest[one] there very hard & the line of junct[io]n 
distinct & vertical.” (Lyell 1837b: 124) (Fig. 13). The latter 
observation differed from the dykes seen at Enerhaugen…
and from Keilhau’s claim that the Holmestrand porphyries 
were concordant with the sandstone beds. In fact both 
vertical and horizontal porphyry and basalts can be 
observed at Holmestrand. Lyell’s phrase ‘intruded mass’ 
in the next quote shows that he did not share Keilhau’s 
metamorphic opinion of sandstone becoming porphyry: 
“May not the intruded mass of porphyry at Smörsteen 
be connected with that of Engnäset ? The Engnæs mass 
changes its color & appearance so much in the space of the 
few yds I crossed it that I can easily conclude that these 2 
felspar porphy[ry]s are one.” (Lyell 1837b: 126). Mary 
glimpsed a social occasion: “As we were rowing in the boat 
along the shore we saw Count Wedel & his party pass in 
their carriages & waved our handkershiefs so they stopped 
and talked to us.” (M. Lyell 1837b). The exposures along 
the shore north of Holmestrand studied by Lyell are still 

generally blows from the south which makes the sea rather 
rough, & we were rather tossed, but we were not at all ill, 
which I had fully anticipated. We returned here for teatime 
& were not sorry to go to bed, after our long expedition.” 
(M. Lyell 1837b). 

On Sunday 23 July they again went to sea. “However 
we were quite rested & set out this morning before six to 
an island where we spent some time collecting fossils of 
which there were great abundance & then prowled to 
another place on the coast.” (M. Lyell 1837b). They visited 
Langøya where Lyell noted veins of “greenst[one] cutting 
orthoceratite limest[one]”, and drew a profile from east 
to west over the island, “strata of limest[one] with slight S 
E dip not deranged by the dikes.” Out to sea on the west 
side of the island he noted fossil corals on the shore “as 
if growing in situ” (Lyell 1837b: 122). These observations 
were included by Lyell in a separate paper presented to the 
Geological Society in June 1841: “Notes on the Silurian 
strata in the neighbourhood of Christiania in Norway” 
(Lyell 1841a). The Silurian System had been announced 
by Murchison in 1835, and detailed in a two-volume work 
in 1839 (Murchison 1835, 1839), and Lyell had sought the 
assistance of Murchison’s co-worker William Lonsdale to 
determine the fossils. The “Christiania group” consisted, 
according to Lyell, of two principal divisions: 1) Dark shale, 
slate and clay, some of the beds being highly calcareous 
and enclosing Graptolites, Trilobites and other fossils, also 
beds of grit. 2) Strata of smoky-grey limestone abounding 
in corals, and of sandstone, shale and conglomerate. 
Among the fossils common to the “Christiania series” 
and the English lower Silurian strata, Lyell noted the 
trilobites Calymene punctata and Trinucleus Caractici, the 
Orthoceras conicum, Bellerophon bilobatus, Pentamerus 
oblongus and Graptolites Murchisonius. Other trilobites 
- not known from Britain - were similar to those found 
in the British Caradoc sandstone and Llandeilo flags. 
The limestone of Langøya together with the quartzose 
sandstone near Holmestrand constituted one of the 
uppermost divisions of “the Christiania formation”. Of 
the corals he had collected, eight species were identical 
to British species, five of which in England had only been 
found in Upper Silurian strata, while the others had been 
found both in Upper and Lower Silurian. The Norwegian 
species were in the British Silurian associated with the 
Aymestry limestone, Caradoc limestone, Llandeilo flags, 
Wenlock limestone and shale, and Upper Ludlow. Despite 
Lyell enlisting the taxonomic competence of Lonsdale, he 
was only able to make a rough correlation between the 
Norwegian and English strata. In his paper he uses ‘group’, 
‘series’ and ‘formation’ more or less interchangeably, an 
indication of the contemporary flux in terminology. Lyell’s 
small paper was one of the items inspiring Murchison 
himself to come to Norway in 1844, to claim the land 
as part of his Silurian kingdom (Hestmark 2008). The 
east side of Langøya is today a nature reserve, where big 
Silurian coral reefs can be observed in all their splendour. 

In his letter of invitation Keilhau had pointed to 
Figure 13. Holmestrand, Smørstein. Not very concordant beds of 
porphyry and sandstone, sketched 23 July 1837 (C. Lyell 1837b: 125).
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“In cariole to the N[orth] 3 miles of Sörby on road towards 
Sölle[rød] first  porph[yry] in situ hornblende base of irregular 
almond shap[e]d crystals of felspar (red-lilaac base a mile or two 
farther N., syenite some with crystals irregular but not so much 
so, & base more crystalline in hornblende & more distinct  The 
shape of the rock (syenite) fissuring & rounding of surface, same 
in both it & porph[yry] – Syenite seems the species of Granite 
which passes most easily into trap –  Erratics & bowlders in sand 
covering the whole county. This begins to be in force S of Sörby. 
Between it & Fredericksværn the bowlder form[atio]n gets more 
striking with the syenite replacing generally the blue clay with & 
with[ou]t shells, but very fine huge blocks as passim in Sweden. 
Syenite / As t[o] the boundaries of this & the porphy[ry] I sh[oul]
d concern him [Keilhau?] what is seen at Sorby & Storaas & 
oversight Nötteröe that one must draw an arbitrary lim[it], 
that some of the felspar porph[yry]s pass to greenst[one] & this 
to Syenite & then the Syenite becomes granitic. The form of the 
crystals & their posit[io]n in all direct[ion]s is just as in the 
adjoining granite.”  (Lyell 1837b: 131f).  

In Elements these Vestfold observations were included in 
Chapter IX: “Plutonic Rocks – Granite”. A first theme here 
concerned the distinction between volcanic and plutonic 
rocks. Lyell emphasizes that there is a gradual transition 
from the one to the other, as he had also deduced from the 
Enerhaugen dykes.

“It would be easy to multiply examples and authorities to prove 
the gradation of the granite into the trap rocks. On the western 
side of the fiord of Christiania, in Norway, there is a large 
district of trap, chiefly greenstone-porphyry, and syenitic-
greenstone, resting on fossiliferous strata. To this, on its 
southern limit, succeeds a region equally extensive of syenite, 
the passage from the volcanic to the plutonic rock being so 
gradual that it is impossible to draw a line of demarcation 
between them.” (Lyell 1838b: 203).

In the evening they arrived at Larvik, “red syenite, quite 
a granitic county. The rock very uniform over the whole 
in col & espec.[ially] in Fred[riksværn] the cryst[al]s of 
felsp[ar] & hornb[lende] very large. Some Lescagne mica in 
it between Sorby & Laurvig”. (Lyell 1837b: 132). Lyell now 
drew up a series of questions for Keilhau, mostly regarding 
his observations since leaving Christiania. “Is not quartz 
very much wanting in the syenites S. of Sörby”, “Does he 
think there are granite veins near Sörby”, “Does he know 
of Greenst[one] dikes near Storaas”, “May not Smörsteen & 
Engnes dikes be one?” (Lyell 1837b: 133-135).

In Frederiksværn (Stavern) the Lyells again met Keyser, 
who had arrived by steamship from Christiania (M. Lyell 
1837c). Together they boarded a ship to Denmark, and 
arrived via Gothenburg in Copenhagen Thursday 27 July. 
In a letter to his sister, Lyell summarized their Norwegian 
experiences, including observations on the political 
situation: 

“The fact is that Norway is extremely independent of Sweden, 
and pays nothing to it, and being no longer drained for the 

well preserved, although the area today is cluttered with 
summer cabins and gardens. The adjacent coastal road 
and railway offer instructive sections. 

A syenite-porphyry border? –  
Sørby to Larvik

The Lyells left Holmestrand early Monday the 24th, 
travelling south to Solerød, Undrumsdal, first over 
sandstone, then porphyry. “No erratics forcing themselves 
on the view in the region of porphy[ry]. The form of the 
rocks have the same rounded smoothed surface as those of 
the granite region.“ (Lyell 1837b: 126). Proceeding further 
south, to the bridge at Auli, close to the town of Tønsberg, 
Lyell spotted “newer plioc[ene] sediments” by the river, 
with casts in the soft clay of the mollusc genera Mytilus, 
Cardium and Cyprina (Lyell 1837b: 127f). The Lyells 
proceeded a few kilometers to the south-east, to Sørby, 
where they spent the night at the inn (Sørby skysstasjon) 
by the medieval Skjee church, Stokke, at the present 
E18. On Keilhau’s maps (1825, 1836) of the Christiania 
territory, Skjee church was at the border between granite 
and porphyry, and impatient to strike rock after a day 
in the carriage, Lyell made an evening-excursion ca. 3.5 
km west to the farm Rømminga under the hill Storås 
to examine the border  - where a plutonic Permian 
monzonite (larvikite) and its volcanic equivalent rhomb 
porphyry (latite) meet and there is also some syenite.   

“Sörby to Storaas red syenite-granite after passing lake of Storaas 
[Gjennestadvannet] red granite porphy[ry] base of felspar & 
hornblen[de] in minute crystals, with large felspar crystals, some 
rounded or almond shaped as in A trap-porphy[ry]. aspect of the 
country same as of trap before same rounded surface of granite 
N. to the Granite & not far from it is red purple porphy[ry] 3 
– Then a more syenitic rock (massive & granitiform, & with 
large crystals of felsp[ar]. Then a red syenite granite in which 
a greenst[one] dike some yards broad. This to Rumingen, (a) 
Rumingen & the dike su[b]spec[ie]s.” (Lyell 1837b: 129). 

These countryside localities are all still eminently 
accessible. Lyell then turned and went from Sørby 
eastwards down to the fiord (Vestfjorden) between the 
mainland and the island Nøtterøy. “Sörby many boulders 
here & at the fiord opposite Nötteröe of purplish porph[yry] 
with cryst[al]s almost almond shaped […] Sörby from there 
to fiord, syenite passing opposite Nötteröe into hornblende 
porphyry A.” “Many bowl[dere]d erratics by the fiord mostly 
of neighb[ourin]g granite & porph[yry]s.” (Lyell 1837b: 129-
130). Meanwhile Mary was well fed by the landlady, and 
afterwards took a walk with the landlord to see the church, 
“an excellent lesson in Norwegian as neither he nor the 
landlady could speak anything else.” (M. Lyell 1837c).

Tuesday the 25th the landlord drove them to Larvik, first 
making a detour to the north to study the border of syenite 
and porphyry.
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Norway, and which I saw there in situ, sending its veins into the 
trilobite and orthoceratite schist, have been carried with small 
gravel of the same, by ice of course, over the south of Norway, 
and thence down the south-west of Sweden, and all over Jutland 
and Holstein down to the Elbe, from whence they come to the 
Weser, and so to this or near this. But it is curious that about 
Münster and Osnabrück, the low secondary mountains have 
stopped them; hills of chalck, Muschelkalk, old coal &c., which 
rise a few hundred feet in general above the great plain of north 
and north-west Germany, effectually arrest their passage.” (Lyell 
1837d).

Lyell’s phrase “by ice of course” should here be interpreted 
as “by ice floes” and not “by glaciers”. His next point was 
the behaviour of the granite:

“I hope to write to Horner a full account of my surprise to 
find that here is no truth in overlying granite in Norway – no 
exception to the rule, as I will tell you presently – that he may 
read it at the British Association. Be it known then to you and 
others who have read what von Buch wrote on Norway in the 
days of his youth, and of his Wernerianism and Neptunianism, 
that his notion of the granite overlying the transition rock arose 
from this, that whenever he found schist dipping towards granite 
regularly up to the point of contact, he assumed that it went 
under. The granite may lean over a little here and there, but this 
is accidental, and in general it sends veins only into the transition 
beds, changing the limestone into marble near the junction, and 
the shale into micaceous schist, and other metamorphosis, the 
fossils often escapting in the white marble, and some traces in 
some crystalline schists. Now what I have seen in several places, 
I take Keilhau’s word to be the universal fact. Had von Buch 
believed as he afterwards did in the igneous origin of granite, he 
would have found the veins, but without this, somehow or other, 
he came by false reasoning to the true conclusion, that the granite 
is newer than the Silurian beds. This is lucky for him. What 
struck me forcibly was this: after seeing proofs innumerable 
and beautifully clear of the order of age being first gneiss, then 
secondly, unconformable transition beds, then granite, and 
after seeing that the granite was the newest, I then found that 
the granite not only sent veins into both transition and gneiss, 
but actually sometimes passed by imperceptible gradation into 
gneiss. This gneiss, so ancient that it had been crystallised and 
then thrown into vertical and curved stratification even before 
the trilobites flourished, this most ancient rock is so beautifully 
soldered on to the granite, so nicely threaded by veins large and 
small, or in other cases so shades into granite, that had you 
not known the immense difference of age, you would be half 
staggered with the suspicion that all was made at one batch!” 
(Lyell 1837d).

Yet even Lyell would probably have been shaken to learn 
that “the immense difference in age” was in excess of one 
billion years: the granites and syenites of the Oslo Rift are 
of Permian age (245-275 Myr)(Sundvoll et al. 1990), the 
eastern ‘gneiss’ border wall consists of Proterozoic rocks 
roughly 1500 Myr, most of them today categorized as 
granodiorites and granites rather than gneiss (Ramberg 
et al. 2008). Today, it is well known that granitic magma 

sake of Denmark, the Storthing has been able to diminish, and 
last year even to take off all the direct taxes, and they have 
put their money system on so good a footing, that their paper 
money is worth as much as the metallic, instead of being at a 
great discount, as in Sweden and Denmark.  […] We were sorry, 
however, to hear some of the natural effects of a democratical 
system pushed so far as it is at present, so that the representation 
is virtually in the hands of the peasants or small yeomen, among 
whom almost all the land is divided in small lairdships. For 
example, the cathedral at Drontheim, said to be 800 years old, 
is falling into ruins, unless repaired, one of the finest monuments 
of the early days of Christianity in the North, but the Storthing 
will not vote a small sum to its repair. […] Norway was always 
too poor in the feudal times to be worth invading, so it was 
never conquered, nor shared out by a feudal lord amongst his 
vassals, as happened in other parts of Europe. On the other 
hand, the Danes supplied ministers, judges, governors, &c, who 
if they made fortunes, retired with them to Denmark, instead 
of founding great Norwegian families. […] Upon the whole 
we liked much what we saw of the Norwegians, but I have no 
doubt they would be better off, and especially be more likely to 
remain permanently independent of Swedish influence, intrigue, 
and domination, if they had more than one single nobleman of 
fortune and independence like Count Wedel Jarlsberg, who is 
much liked and a very intelligent man, but with whom dies out 
the last remnant of Norsk nobility, the Storting having provided 
the law that no other noble should be created.” (Lyell 1837c).

Lyell also dispatched two letters with queries to Keilhau. 
These have not been located but their contents can be 
read from Keilhau’s reply to both on 31 August (Keilhau 
1837b). He was happy to learn that the trip down to 
Fredriksværn had passed without accident. He had not 
examined the Solfjeld locality (Hurum) in detail himself, 
and thus could not say whether there occurred veins from 
the granite. At Ertsvig (Hurum) he believed there was in 
fact a small valley between the gneiss and the transition 
rocks; and excused himself that the map here (showing 
direct contact) had been prepared by two of his students. 
Lyell’s observations at Tronstad beach were interesting, 
and Keilhau provided an ideal drawing of a contact zone 
between granite and gneiss at the Drammen fjord, with 
granite veins penetrating layers of amphibole schist but 
not the gneiss. The rock that Lyell termed porphyritic 
diorite at Tofteholmen was certainly the same Keilhau 
had found there. It was related to serpentinite and other 
old rocks. The porphyries at Smørstein he thought well 
illustrated in his own paper.

Darwin, BAAS, Elements and Principles 
The first to receive details of Lyell’s Norway results was his 
friend Charles Darwin, in a letter begun on a steamboat 
on the Rhine 29 August. From Lübeck to Hamburg the 
Lyells had traversed ‘the boulder formation of the Baltic’, a 
terrain of erratics:   

“The blocks of red syenite granite, which I hammered away at in 
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to him impossible that the granite can have been injected in a 
fluid state, or forced into the fossiliferous strata without causing 
more local derangement in their dip and strike. Without 
denying the consideration due to this argument, I confess that 
its weight was much lessened in my mind after seeing other 
appearances exhibited in certain large dikes of syenite which 
pierce through the fossiliferous strata near Christiania. Some 
of these dikes scarcely differ from granite in texture, and are 
occasionally branched; yet the strata at the junction, or even 
when included between two ramifications of syenite, preserve 
their accustomed dip and strike.” (Lyell 1838a: 69).

They left Lyell “in no doubt that they are masses and walls 
of fused matter which have filled up fissures opened in 
the previously consolidated transition strata.” The latter 
was clearly a reference to the Gåsøya dyke, and it is worth 
noting that Lyell’s reasoning here was erroneous, because 
he (con)fused the very different behaviour of dykes and 
plutons. The rest of the note described the melted contact 
between granite and older gneiss. The note featured two 
figures; the first illustrating the contact between granite 
and fossiliferous strata with a zone of metamorphism (Fig. 
14), the other a more general section of the relationships 
between gneiss, granite and transition strata revealing their 
temporal sequence. The latter was also included in Elements 
though slightly modified (Lyell 1838b: 502) (Fig. 7).  

Charles Lyell himself returned to England with Mary late 
September 1837, and continued work on his one-volume 
introduction to the Elements of Geology, printed late July 
1838. The opening chapter outlines “The four great classes 
of rocks” – and in the first part of the book chapters II-VI 
deal with the aqueous, VII-VIII with the volcanic, IX 
with the plutonic, and X-XI with the metamorphic. The 
second part then deals with the ages of the different rock 
types, mostly devoted to the stratigraphy of the aqueous 
(i.e. sedimentary) rocks but in the last chapter (XXV) 
devoted to “the different ages of the metamorphic rocks.” 
The colored frontispiece presents this synthesis of the 
new classification of rocks according to their genesis (Fig. 
15), and gives powerful support to Lyell’s main point that 
these genetic processes occur all the time, so that rock 
type is no indication of absolute age. For the plutonic 
granite Werner’s dating has been completely ‘turned on 

may occasionally produce horizontal sills when intruding 
weakness zones in sedimentary strata, hence, this 
particular point of Lyell seems less important. It is evident 
from Elements that his main aim here was to support 
his distinction between volcanic and plutonic, where 
MacCulloch had suggested ‘overlying’ for the first and 
Necker ‘underlying’ for the second – “the opposite mode 
in which they almost invariable present themselves.” (Lyell 
1838b: 17)  

The points related to Darwin were the grist also of the 
brief note entitled “On certain Phænomena connected 
with the Junction of Granite and Transition Rocks, near 
Christiania in Norway” Lyell sendt this to his father-in-
law Leonhard Horner, who communicated it to the British 
Association for the Advancement of Science, meeting 
at Liverpool in September 1837. The BAAS, founded in 
1831, aimed at the promotion and popular dissemination 
of science (Morell & Thackray 1981), and Horner – an 
interested amateur - on this occasion acted as one of the 
vice-presidents of the Section for Geology, presided by 
William Buckland. Lyell’s note was published in the Report 
of the meeting published the following year (Lyell 1838a). 
The view that the granite around Christiania occurred 
in large overlying masses in the same manner as basalt 
was not correct, and this had already been established by 
Keilhau; “my observations went no further than to verify 
and confirm his statements.” And the granite was younger 
than the fossiliferous strata. 

“The proof consist in the protrusion of granite veins into the 
schist and limestone, and the alteration of the fossiliferous 
strata to a considerable distance from the line of contact with 
the granite, the limestone being turned into white marble, and 
the schist into Lydian stone, riband jasper, and sometimes into 
mica-schist, of which I saw one striking example at Grorud, 
N.E. of Christiania. Traces of fossils are not unfrequently 
discoverable in some of the crystalline and altered rocks of the 
transition formation, so that the actual conversion of the latter 
into metamorphic strata is unequivocal.” (Lyell 1838a: 68)

The granite intersected the fossiliferous strata, some-
times in the direction of their strike, sometimes at right 
angles to it, changing the mineralogical texture of the 
strata near the junction. Although it deserved mention  
“as a singular phænomenon, and a general one near 
Christiania, that neither the strike nor prevailing dip of 
the transition beds are affected, or seen to vary at the 
points of union with the granite” although they often 
“become quite metamorphic.”  

“What is still more extraordinary, there are places which 
I visited with Professor Keilhau, where portions of the 
transition beds, some of them only a few hundred yards 
square, occur completely isolated and surrounded by granite 
and yet continue to preserve their normal dip and strike. 
This phænomenon has been adduced by Professor Keilhau as 
offering, together with many others in the same district, strong 
grounds of objection to the Huttonian theory; for it appears 

Figure 14. The contact between sedimentary rocks and granite and 
dotted metamorphic zone (Lyell 1838a).
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function there, as such rocks   occupied vast areas “for 
example, nearly the whole of Norway and Sweden” (Lyell 
1838b: 220). With regard to their origin, Lyell thought 
it “well to forewarn the reader that we are here entering 
upon ground of controversy, and soon reach the limits 
where positive induction ends, and beyond which we 
can only indulge in speculations” (Lyell 1838b: 226). He 
rejected, however, the thesis that these rocks, devoid 
of fossil remains, could only have been formed in an 
early nascent condition of the planet, i.e. before life on 
Earth started. There were several arguments against this, 
notably the demonstration that such rocks had indeed 
been formed in later epochs. Lyell induced examples, and 
Norwegian localities were among them. 

“Now it has been stated that the plutonic influence of the 
syenite of Norway, has sometimes altered fossiliferous strata for 
a distance of a quarter of a mile, both in the direction of their 
dip and of their strike. (See Fig. 126. p.243) This is undoubtedly 
an extreme case; but is it not far more philosophical to suppose 
that this influence may, under favourable circumstances, affect 
denser masses, than to invent an entirely new cause to account 
for effects merely differing in quantity, and not in/ kind? […] 
an action, existing in the interior of the earth at an unknown 
depth, whether thermal, electrical, or other, analogous to that 
exerted near intruding masses of granite, has, in the course 
of vast and indefinite periods, and when rising perhaps from 
a large heated surface, reduced strata thousands of yards thick 
to a state of semi-fusion, so that on cooling they have become 
crystalline, like gneiss. Granite may have been another result 

its head’ – in a relative dating it appears last on the scene 
and causes metamorphism of both aqueous and volcanic 
rocks. In the plate we recognize several of the features 
Lyell observed in Norway, e.g sills, and we have already 
seen how these observations are put to use to illustrate 
a number of phenomena in Elements. Indeed, the words 
“Christiania”, “Keilhau, Prof.” and “Norway” are among 
the most frequent ones in the Index (nine, six, and six 
times, Lyell 1838: 531, 535, 537). And the Index is not even 
exhaustive, for instance it does not list the first reference 
to Norway, occurring as it does in a sub-chapter devoted 
to the subject of ‘Erratic blocks’: “In the spring, when the 
fringe of ice which has encircled the coast of the Gulf 
of Bothnia, and many parts of Sweden, Norway, and 
Denmark, during winter, breaks up, large stones, with 
small gravel and ice, which have been firmly frozen into a 
solid mass on the beach, are floated off to a distance.”(Lyell 
1838b: 138). The Index also lists several local sites visited 
by Lyell: Markerud, Næsodden, Sorgenfri, and Tronstad 
Strand. Of the 294 woodcuts in the book, seven are from 
Norwegian localities or specimens (No. 94, 95, 120, 121, 
126, 291, 292), prepared by James Lee from Lyell’s sketches 
and original drawings of fossils by George Sowerby Junior 
(Lyell 1838b: vii). One illustration (No. 126) is adapted 
from the first volume of Keilhau’s Gaea Norvegica (1838) 
and several references to this work show that Lyell must 
have received an advance copy. 

Lyell’s observations from Norway were not only used in 
the chapters on metamorphic rocks but had their main 

Figure 15. Frontispiece of Elements of Geology (Lyell 1838b), exhibiting the four major rock types.
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referred to their excursions and to Gæa Norvegica, 
without explicit polemics. The two geologists agreed on 
most observations, even that some kind of metamorphosis 
had taken place. Yet their interpretations and conclusions 
were very different, and to Keilhau this fundamental 
disagreement must have been a great disappointment. 
He received no support for his metamorphic theory. 
Quite the contrary, the contact phenomena served to 
strengthen Lyell in his opinion of the igneous origin of 
granite and the mainly heat-induced metamorphic effects 
on the surrounding rocks. He also needed the intrusive, 
upwards-pushing granite to sustain his theory of land 
rise and mountain building. The sources do not indicate 
whether Lyell in any way tried to persuade Keilhau of his 
own opinions. Anyway, Keilhau remained ‘unrepentant’, 
and in the first volume of his monumental Gæa Norvegica 
(1838), there is no trace of Lyell’s visit. This may however 
simply be because Keilhau’s contribution to this volume, 
a revised and expanded presentation of the Christiania 
Ubergangsterritorium had been ready since 1835 (see 
Preface Keilhau 1838). In the next volume of Gæa, 
when Keilhau was also aware of the publications issuing 
from Lyell’s visit, he made a new spirited defence of his 
theory (Keilhau 1844). This year he also experienced a 
frustrating field excursion with the rather more outspoken 
Roderick Murchison (Hestmark 2008). One who was 
slightly stirred, if not shaken by Keilhau’s theories, was 
Charles Darwin, who in a letter to the young Swiss savant 
Adolf Morlot wrote, “I have been prepared by Keilhau’s 
clever papers (translated in the Edin: Phil: Journal) 
for some great changes, but I am loth to give up the old 
views: the studies of volcanic countries prejudices me 
in favour of heat-mutations.”(Darwin 1844). Keilhau’s 
hopes finally collapsed when his pupil Theodor Kjerulf 
(1825-1888) in a series of detailed chemical analyses 
demonstrated that the quantitative element constitution 
of the igneous and sedimentary rocks of the Christiania 
region was different, and unless one believed in some 
alchemic transmutation of the elements, unsustainable 
(Kjerulf 1854, 1855a & b; Hestmark 1998). Kjerulf ’s pupil 
Waldemar C. Brøgger extended the research on contact 
metamorphism in the Oslo region (Hestmark 1999), and 
his pupil Victor Goldschmidt applied the chemical phase 
rule to an understanding of both contact and regional 
metamorphism (Goldschmidt 1911, Fritscher 2002).

Although Lyell coined the term ‘metamorphic’, the 
phenomena or the rock types it was aimed to describe 
were not at all new to science, as shown  by Keilhau’s 
observations and publications from the 1820s. But Lyell’s 
term rapidly caught on, and his Elements served to define 
and unify metamorphic geology as a research field in its 
own (Durocher 1846, Daubrée 1859, Bonin et al. 1997, 
Fritscher 2002, Touret & Nijland 2002). 
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of the same action in a higher state of intensity, by which a 
thorough fusion has been produced; and in this manner the 
passage from granite into gneiss may be explained.” (Lyell 
1838: 250-251).

The old chronology of Lehman and Werner (e.g. primary, 
transition, secondary), based on the idea that particular 
kinds of rocks had only been formed in particular periods, 
had hampered the progress of geology, wrote Lyell. 
Werner’s term ‘transition’ had now been variously used to 
describe a mineralogical character between sedimentary 
and metamorphic, and for fossiliferous strata of a certain 
kind. This led to much confusion, and Lyell discarded 
‘transition’ altogether. All rocks from the secondary 
period, regardless whether they were volcanic, plutonic, 
metamorphic or fossiliferous, would be termed secondary. 

The second edition of Elements of Geology (Lyell 1841b) 
in two volumes, continued to present the observations 
from Norway and the abovementioned seven figures. The 
treatment of metamorphic rocks was here substantially 
expanded. The Norwegian material was retained when 
the third edition (Lyell 1851) changed name to A Manual 
of Elementary Geology, and also in the fifth edition (Lyell 
1855), although the woodcuts changed numbers from one 
edition to another. A certain epistemological drift can be 
noted in that Sorgenfri has become “Sorgenfria” (Lyell 
1855: 483) and that the illustration of graptolites with 
locality “Christiania, Norway” (Lyell 1838b: Fig. 280) was 
later reproduced with the locality: “Llandeilo flags, Wales” 
(Lyell 1855: Fig. 599)!  

In contrast to the Elements of Geology is the scant 
incorporation of Norwegian observations in Lyell’s 
Principles of Geology. The four volumes of the fifth 
edition of Principles appeared in March 1837, a few 
months before Lyell’s Norwegian tour. The sixth edition, 
in three volumes, appeared three years later: Principles 
of Geology: or, the Modern Changes of the Earth and its 
Inhabitants, Considered as Illustrative of Geology (Lyell 
1840), and this title largely explains why few observations 
from the Norwegian trip were included. The Principles 
describes in detail the geological processes that can 
be observed in operation today or recorded in human 
history: earthquakes, sedimentation, volcanic eruptions, 
etc. preparing Lyell’s central thesis that the present is the 
key to the past, that “causes similar in kind and energy 
to those now acting have produced the former changes 
of the earth’s surface”(Lyell 1840, Vol. 1: xvi). The most 
interesting observation concerning more recent processes 
in Norway was the land rise, in which Lyell cited papers by 
Keilhau (Lyell 1840, Vol. 2: 422f).   

Local impacts 
During their field excursions the relationship between 
Lyell and Keilhau remained cordial and the atmosphere 
one of mutual respect. In Elements Lyell several times 
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